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The Bible about the importance of cost estimation:
If one of you is planning to build a tower,
you sit down first and figure out what it will cost,
to see if you have enough money to finish the job.
If you don’t, you will not be able to finish the tower after laying
the foundation; and all who see what happened will make fun of you.
’You began to build but can’t finish the job!’ they will say.
(Bible, Luke 14:28-30)

Management Summary
Problem XML is an often used format to send data over the internet. This data has to be stored
in databases, so database management systems(DBMS) which can store XML data are needed.
Therefore, several projects work to develop databases which are optimized to store XML data.
There are two kinds of projects, some develop a new native XML database, other projects adapt
an existing relational database, where XML data is transformed into tables. These databases
contain XML data, and this data can be queried with XPath and XQuery (the XML variant of
SQL).
To optimize the execution of queries in these DBMS, cost models are needed to estimate the
costs of different ways to compute the result of a query. An essential part of a cost model is the
cardinality estimation, because it is impossible to calculate the total cost of the execution, without
knowing the (estimated) size of the (intermediate) results.
The cardinality estimation algorithms of relational databases can not be used to estimate the
cardinality of XML databases, because a XML data has a tree structure, and relational data has
a table structure. To perform accurate cardinality estimation, the algorithms need to be aware of
this tree structure, and need to use this tree structure for their estimations.
Project This project focused on estimating the cardinality of navigational XPath expressions.
Navigational XPath expressions are XPath expressions which contain only predicates to navigate
through the XML tree. So, value based predicates are left out of the scope of this project, because
they are already researched as part of relational database systems.
Algorithms are developed to estimate the cardinality for all navigational XPath expressions,
including predicates which contain a predicate with a check for the existence of a sub path. For
each axis an algorithm is developed, to transform a map with context paths and their cardinalities
into a map with the resulting paths, and their estimated cardinalities. This resulting map can be
used as the context map for the next axis step.
To calculate the estimations, the algorithms need a summary of the structure of the tree. This
summary, is called a synopsis, and is build by grouping all nodes in the tree, according to their
paths, and store the path, and its cardinality in the synopsis. The relations between siblings in
the tree are also stored in the synopsis.
The algorithms are validated using data centric and document centric documents, and it is
concluded that the accuracy of the estimations for the data centric documents is higher then the
accuracy of the estimations of the document centric documents. However, the accuracy of the
algorithms do not meet our demands.
Therefore, three possible improvements to the algorithms are developed.
• Ranges can be used to calculate whether the context nodes are at the beginning or at the end
of the document. This information improves the estimations of the following and preceding
step
• Lineage can be used to store specific characteristics of the context nodes. For example, for
the following query: //B/parent::A/B it is useful to know that the context nodes (A) of the
last child step, all have at least one child B
• Splitting groups of nodes. When two nodes with the same path have different sets
of children, the assumption that all children are equally distributed among their parents
is violated. This violation can be restored, by splitting the nodes into groups which are
identified by the combination of path and set of children
These three improvements, make the system more accurate. Therefore, they are all useful in their
own situation, however there is a price to pay. Therefore, a DBMS has to make a choice: which
improvement to use, and in which situation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cardinality estimation is an essential technique for optimizing queries in a database management
system(DBMS). Because without cardinality estimation algorithms, it is impossible to construct a
cost model, so it is impossible to make a choice between two query execution plans based on their
costs.
The estimation algorithms of relational databases can not be used for XML databases, therefore
new cardinality estimation algorithms are needed. In this thesis, an attempt is made to construct
these algorithms. These algorithms use a so called synopsis, which is a summary of the document,
and contains the essential structure of the document. This chapter will explain the need for
cardinality estimation and why new algorithms are needed for XML-databases. After that, the
problem statement is formulated, followed by the research questions.
1.1 Cardinality estimation
To construct an efficient query plan for executing a query in a database, it is necessary to know
the cardinality of the intermediate results. This cardinality can be used to make sure that the
most selective operator is executed first. In fact, when the most selective operator is executed first,
there are less results and the next operator has to perform its operations on less data. Therefore,
intermediate result size is an important factor in estimation the cost of an query plan.
1.2 XML-databases
XML is a flexible format, and can still easily be read by humans. Therefore, it is an often used
as a format for data exchange over the internet and today a lot of information is stored in XML
format. However, to store the information of an XML document in a database is a difficult action.
An XML document has the structure of a tree and a relational database uses tables. To store an
XML document in a relational database the tree has to be restructured into a table. However,
due to the flexibility of the XML format, the restructuring process is not always straightforward,
and restructuring the documents also costs a lot of overhead. Therefore, there is a need for a new
type of database, which can handle XML documents without restructuring them.
Several projects produced database systems which could handle XML documents, however
the cardinality estimation algorithms of the relational database systems can not be used in these
new XML database systems, because the algorithms of the relational databases assume a table
structure, and XML databases have a tree structure.
There are also project which use a relational database to store XML documents. The advan-
tage of this approach is that all implemented techniques in a relational database can be reused.
However the cardinality estimation algorithms do not use the tree structure of the XML docu-
ments. Therefore, projects which use a relational database also need new cardinality estimation
algorithms.
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1.3 Synopsis
To estimate cardinalities, some information about the data is needed. Therefore, a summary of the
data is made and stored in the so-called synopsis. However, for relational databases the synopsis
only contained value information about the data, and in XML documents, the structure of the
data is important too. Therefore, a summary of the structure of the XML document has to be
defined and stored in the synopsis together with the value information.
1.4 Problem statement
The problem we address in this thesis is that the cardinality estimation algorithms of relational
databases can not be used to estimate the cardinality of expressions in XML-databases. Therefore,
new algorithms are needed together with a new synopsis. Several projects already developed new
algorithms, however none of them covers all axes of the XPath language in an efficient way.
1.5 Research questions
The first main research question can easily be extracted from the problem statement:
1 How can the cardinality of XPath expressions be estimated, using all axes?
To estimate the cardinality a synopsis is needed, therefore the following subquestion is formulated:
1a What information is needed in the synopsis to make cardinality estimation accurate?
To answer these questions, a trade off has to be made between the accuracy of the estimation, the
size of the synopsis, and the complexity of calculating the estimation. Therefore, another research
question is:
2 What is a good trade off between estimation accuracy, the size of the synopsis, and the
complexity of calculating the estimation?
By answering these two main research questions, a solution is found to the problem statement.
The next sections explain how these questions will be answered.
1.6 Aim of the project
The aim of the project is to describe functions to estimate the cardinality of XPath expressions
on XML-documents. It is important that the accuracy of the estimation is as high as possible,
the synopsis size as low as possible and the calculation complexity as low as possible. So a good
balance must be found between the accuracy, the synopsis size and the calculation complexity.
The algorithms have to be able to handle recursive data, which means that a node can have
the same name as its ancestor. This project will only focus on structure predicates, not on values
predicates. Therefore, the algorithms only support navigational XPath expressions, which is a
subset of XPath, which contains only expressions which ’navigate’ through the tree. Therefore,
value predicates are not used.
1.7 Scope
This project will focus on the structure predicates of the XPath query language. In this project
eight of the thirteen XPath axes can be used, together with predicates (only predicates with a
check for the existence of a sub path). Value predicates are left out of the scope of the project,
because this topic has already been researched thoroughly for relational databases, and there is no
difference between relational databases and XML databases for estimating value predicates.
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The project will be validated using data centric and document centric documents, so it can be
measured how much the structure of the document influences the performance of the cardinality
estimation. Both documents will contain recursive data, so the algorithms must be able to handle
recursive data.
Therefore the scope of the project can be defined by the following boundaries:
• The project will focus on the structural predicates within the XPath language
• A synopsis will be defined
• The algorithms can accurate estimate the cardinalities of data-centric documents as well as
document-centric documents.
• The system is capable of handling recursive data.
1.8 Research method
The project will answer the research questions by making several iterative steps. At each step, the
language of supported XPath expressions will be extended, or the accuracy of the already defined
estimation technique will be improved. Each step will contain the following sub steps:
• Literature search
• Formulate the new (supported) XPath subset
• Define the queries which will be used to validate the system
• Improve the estimation algorithm
• Calculate the complexity of the algorithm
• Validate the accuracy of the estimation algorithms
After each iteration, a decision will be made whether to implement new functionality, or to improve
the existing functionalities.
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Chapter 2
Background & Related research
A lot of research has already been done to estimate the cardinality of queries in XML databases.
Therefore, a small review of the most important projects is presented in this chapter. First, we
discuss XML databases in general. Second, some research in the context of cardinality estimation
in relational databases is presented. After that; we present some attempts to estimate cardinality
of expressions in XML databases.
2.1 XML database projects
There are approaches for storing XML documents in a database. The first is to use a relational
database to construct an XML database, the second approach is to construct a complete new
database system. In this section three projects are explained.
Tatarinov [14], tried to store XML documents in relational databases. He stored all nodes in
one table, and proposed some algorithms to transform XQuery expressions in SQL expressions.
His prototypes look promising. However, because the whole XML document is stored in one table,
is some cases, the table has to be joined with itself. This results, in some cases, in a cartesian
product of all nodes. With a complex query is executed on a big XML document, this results in
an extremely slow system.
The MonetDB/XQuery [1] is another approach to use a relational database to construct an
XML database. The scaling problem of Tatarinov’s project is overcome by the MonetDB project
by introducing a special kind of join, the staircase join. The staircase join [2] is special because
instead of producing a cartesian product, it uses the pre and post order of all nodes, to calculate
the result of the join in one sequential scan through the document. Therefore the staircase join
makes it possible to use a relational database to construct an XML database.
A third approach to construct an XML database system is used by the Natix project [3] and
the Timber project [20]. The main idea of the project is to construct a complete new database
system, which is completely based on XML documents. The advantage of this project is that the
whole system is based on XML documents, so instead of storing the tree structure in a relational
table, the tree structure is stored directly as tree structure in the database. However, relational
databases contain a lot of optimization techniques, which have to be adapted for the native XML
database system.
2.2 Navigational XPath
New database management systems, also need a new query language. Because SQL can not be used
to query XML-documents, XPath is developed, which is extended to XQuery. XPath is a simple
query language, which uses path expressions to select certain nodes. These path expressions can
contain thirteen different axes, and predicates. [12] Navigational XPath, is defined as the subset of
XPath which can be used to ’navigate’ through the XML-tree. So, all axes can be used, however
all values which can be stored in the XML tree are ignored.
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In Figure 2.1 all XPath axes are shown. In this project no attention is given to the name space
and the attribute axes, because these are only interesting for value based predicates. The self,
descendant-or-self and ancestor-or-self axes are also out of the scope of this project, because they
are evident when all other axes are known.
Figure 2.1: All XPath axes
XPath can also contain predicates. The official XPath definition of the W3C [12] describes
the syntax of a predicate as a normal expression within square brackets, this expression is going
to be evaluated for each node in the node-sequence, and the result of the predicate is a node
sequence with all nodes for which the predicate evaluated to true. However there are several types
of predicates, of which J. Melton[19] distinguishes three:
• Existence predicate, a path expression between square brackets, it evaluates true when
the given path exists.
• Positional predicate, a number i between square brackets, it evaluates true for the i’th
node in the node sequence
• Value predicate, a comparison between square brackets, it evaluates true when the com-
parison evaluates to true
These three kinds of predicates can also be combined in one predicate, using boolean operators.
In this thesis we focus on navigational XPath expressions, so value predicates and positional
predicates are not relevant. Therefore, in this project we will only focus on the existence predicates.
2.3 Cardinality estimation in Relational databases
As stated before, relational databases use only value predicates to estimate the cardinality of an
expression, therefore a lot of research has been done to estimate cardinality using value predicates.
There are two important kinds of value predicates, numeric values and string values.
The numeric values are research for several years now. In 1988, Mannimo [7] made a survey
about the existing techniques. He concluded often a profile of every attribute in a table is made.
This profile contains for example: the minimum value, maximum value and the number of values
of this attribute. These statistics can easily be used to estimate the cardinality of a certain
query. Today, most database systems are using a similar method. Lewis e.a. [8] described the
standard method of estimating the cardinality today, often a catalog is constructed, which contains
histograms to store information about the data.
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The difference between Mannimo and Lewis is the usage of histograms Poosala [9] gave a
complete overview of all different kinds of histograms and how they can be used for range predicates
in databases. This paper can be useful to store integer values. Unfortunately they only state that
updates on histograms are propagated; however they do not describe these updates.
Chaudhuri e.a. [10] researched how string predicates can be used to estimate cardinality. They
proposed a technique based on Markov tables and substrings. They define identifying substrings
of the searched string and search these in the stored Markov tables.
2.4 Cardinality estimation in XML databases
As shown, much research is already done to estimate cardinality using value predicates. However,
due to the rise of XML-databases, a new important factor is introduced: the structure predicates.
Different projects try to use the structure of a document to estimate the cardinality of expressions.
Z. Chen e.a. [15] tried to store the structure of an XML-tree by storing all possible (sub)paths.
These can later be used to estimate the number of occurrences of a twig-query. By storing all
possible (sub)paths, they reduced the problem to a substring selectivity problem. However the
disadvantage of this approach is that it can only handle queries with parent, child, ancestor and
descendant axis. Therefore, we have to find another way to store the structure of a XML-tree in
a synopsis.
Another early attempt to make cardinality estimations possible for XML-databases is the
project of A. Aboulnaga e.a. [16]. They developed two approaches to construct a synopsis. The
first one is a so called pathTree, which stores all paths, and their cardinality. This makes it possible
to estimate the cardinality of all simple path expressions. Because of limited space the pathTree
could be summarized by replacing several nodes with low cardinality with a so called *-node. The
second approach is a markov table with sub paths from the tree, these sub paths can be used to
estimate the cardinality of path expressions. Both approaches have the same disadvantage, namely
the fact that they do not support axes other than the child and descendant axis.
Two attempts are made to use histograms to store the structure of an XML-tree. The first
approach is presented by Y. Wu e.a. [17], they tried to store the structure of an XML-tree in a
histogram, by making a two dimensional histogram, of the start and end order of the nodes in the
tree. Their approach works for simple ancestor and descendant steps, however this method can
not be used for more general expressions. The second approach is the use of a so called Bloom
histogram [18], it is an attempt to construct a histogram, containing all possible paths in the
XML-tree. This is done by grouping all paths by their cardinality, and calculating their average
cardinality. This method can be used for the ancestor and descendant axis, however preceding and
following axis are not supported.
The StatiX project [5] uses the XML-schema to construct a synopsis. It identifies all types
of nodes in the XML-file, and counts (while reading the file) each nodes’ number of children,
and the types of the children. The StatiX system makes also a histogram of the values of the
different arguments. This approach is pretty successful; however it only works well for a subset
of XPath queries. Another disadvantage of this technique is the use of histograms; this makes
it impossible to update the synopsis when the database is updated, and handling updates is an
important requirement for database systems.
The XSketch synopsis[6] contains a summarized graph, so called label-split graph, of the original
XML-tree. This graph is defined as follows:
• Each node in the summarized graph represents a set of nodes in the original graph with the
same name
• Each edge (u, v) in the original graph is represented in the summarized graph by a edge
(u’,v’)
Further more, the XSketch synopsis stores whether a relation is forward and backward stable or
not. A Forward stable relation (u’,v’) means that all nodes u’ have the same number of children
v’, and backward stable means the opposite. This combination of the label-split graph and the
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backward and forward stability makes this synopsis a powerful tool to estimate the cardinality of
XPath queries. However this synopsis does not support updates in the database.
An interesting improvement of XSketch is XCluster[11], the synopsis is similar to XSketch,
however value information is added so cardinality estimation of value predicates in queries is
supported.
Another research in this subject is the Xseed project [4]. The Xseed system builds an edge-
labeled label-split tree of a XML-tree, this tree looks like the XSketch synopsis. This tree can be
used to estimate cardinalities of XPath expressions, even documents which contain recursive steps
are handled smartly by storing the number of children of each type, per recursion level. To gain
some more accurate estimations, the system has a shell which contains a hyper-edge table, which
is filled with feedback on estimations. This way, some frequently used queries are stored, so the
system returns the perfect answer about the cardinality in these cases. However, because only
parent-child relationships are stored, it is impossible to estimate cardinalities of XPath queries
which contain following or preceding statements
D.K. Fisher [13] developed a technique to convert the XML-tree into a Straight-Line-Tree
(SLT). Which is a binary tree, where each node’s first child is the left child in the binary tree.
And each node’s next sibling is the right child in the binary tree. This SLT can then be used to
estimate the cardinality within a certain range. The technique looks promising, however it can not
handle recursive data.
2.5 Conclusion
Cardinality estimation in relational databases is researched a for a long time already, however in
XML databases it is a new problem, this because the structure of a relational database is a table,
and the structure in a XML-database is a tree. Therefore, new research must be done on this
subject, and this project will focus on the structure of the tree.
Several projects are working on this subject, and all of them use another method to summarize
the tree into a synopsis. The following four methods are used:
1. Summarize the XML-tree by deleting nodes [6, 4]
2. Convert the XML-tree to a Straight-Line-Tree (SLT) [13]
3. Storing all possible (sub)paths [15, 16, 18]
4. Storing the average number of children [5]
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages, however none of the projects proposes a method
to estimate the cardinality of XPath expressions, using all eight axes together with predicates, and
are able to handle recursive data. Therefore, this project will develop such a method.
Chapter 3
Validation
In this project, algorithms are developed to estimate the cardinality of navigational XPath expres-
sions. However, to measure the accuracy of the estimation, a validation is needed. The algorithms
will be validated by estimating the cardinality of some queries on some documents, and compare
the estimation with the real cardinality. In this chapter, it is explained what documents are used
to validate the system, how queries are generated, and how the results are measured.
3.1 Documents
To validate the system, two different types of documents are used, data centric and document
centric. Both types are used because, in reality a database would never contain complete data
centric or complete document centric documents, and to cover all situations, the validation is done
with both extremes.
It is assumed that the data centric document contains more structure than the document
centric document, and therefore it is expected that the estimations are better with the data
centric document, then they are with the document centric document. As data centric documents,
a 100MB and a 1 MB XMark documents [21] are used. These two sizes are chosen, because now
it can be compared whether the size of the document matters for the size of the synopsis and the
estimation accuracy. It is difficult to find two comparable document centric documents of different
sizes. Therefore, one 2 MB word document, saved as XML file, is used.
3.2 Queries
We want the system to be tested as realistic as possible. To do that, it is needed to test the system
with as much as possible different queries. Therefore, we have chosen to randomly generate 2000
queries, and measure the accuracy with these queries.
Because the system is tested with and without predicates, there are also two types of test sets:
Absolute path queries these queries will start with a descendant step to a random node (or a
path to a random node), followed by two (70% of the cases), one (25% of the cases) or zero (5% of
the cases) random steps on two random axes to two random nodes. This validation set is realistic,
because it covers all possible difficult estimation situations, while it also contains some simple
path expressions. A query containing three steps is complex enough to create difficult estimation
algorithms, because only two steps are needed to create a complex situation (to create a context
with specific characteristics) so the third step can be used to validate the system in this complex
situation.
Three example queries are:
• //site/open auctions
• //quantity/following-sibling::*/preceding::from
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• /site/open auctions/open auction/annotation/description/parlist/
listitem/parlist/listitem/ancestor::parlist
Queries with predicates For these queries, there is a 40% chance at each step, that it has a
predicate. A predicate consists of maximum 3 random steps on random axis. There is a chance of
10% that a predicate contains a nested predicate, however a nested predicate does not contain a
predicate again. The percentages are chosen at 40 and 10 percent, because we found out that at
these percentages most queries contain a predicate, and some contain a nested predicate, which is
a realistic case. Examples of these queries are:
• //mail[./date/parent::mail]/following::listitem[./ancestor::parlist]/
preceding::keyword[./parent::emph]
• /site/closed auctions/closed auction/annotation/description/parlist/
listitem/parlist/listitem/text/emph/bold[./preceding::regions]/
preceding::*[./ancestor::mailbox]
Zero estimated queries Because, randomly generated queries often have an empty result, in
our validations only the queries are used which are estimated to have a cardinality higher then
zero.
And because the cardinality estimation algorithms assume that all nodes are equally dis-
tributed, if the algorithm estimates a cardinality equal to zero, the cardinality always is zero
and the estimation is perfect. These perfect estimations are not used in the validation.
There are three documents, and for each document two test sets of queries, there are in total
six test sets to validate the system.
3.3 Measure
The accuracy of the system will be measured by calculating the relative errors of the queries.
However, for queries with a low cardinality (let’s say 2) the relative error can be high, while the
estimation is pretty accurate (let’s say 3). When this relative error is compared with the estimation
of a query with a high cardinality, bad estimations will have a smaller relative error than the good
estimations of the queries with a low cardinality.
To solve this problem, the relative error is calculated in a different way:
relative error =
absolute error
cardinality + correction
The correction is used, because when the cardinality equals 2, an estimation of 3 is a good esti-
mation. However, when the correction is not used, the calculated relative error is 0.5.
We found out, that with a correction of 10, a good comparison between queries with a low
cardinality (let’s say 2), and queries with a high cardinality (>1000) is found.
We define the results of the validation to be satisfying when 90% of all queries have an relative
error lower then 10%. The project wil only move the the next stage, when this requirement is met.
Chapter 4
Absolute path Queries
The first functionality implemented in our solution, is to support XPath expressions without
predicates, using eight axes steps. In this chapter, the supported language, as well as the synopsis
and the needed algorithms to estimate the cardinalities of the expressions are described. At the
end, the validation results of the technique is presented.
4.1 Literature
The XPath language is defined by W3C[12]. In Section 2.2, a summary of the XPath language
is given. In this chapter, only the next eight axes steps of the XPath are supported: parent,
ancestor, child, descendant, following, preceding, following-sibling and preceding-sibling. For the
same reasons as given in Chapter 2, the next axes are left out: self, descendant or self, ancestor or
self, attribute and name space.
4.2 Language
In Section 2.2 a description is given of the functionality of the current system. In Table 4.1 a
formal description of the language is given. As can be seen, this definition is similar to the W3C
XPath definition [12]
4.3 Synopsis
To be able to estimate the cardinalities of the supported expressions, a synopsis of the XML-
document is needed. In this section, the format of the synopsis is explained.
4.3.1 Storing Paths
In Chapter 2 it is shown that different systems use different ways of constructing their synopsis.
We have seen four different methods. Each of them had its own advantages and disadvantages.
The following advantages and disadvantages are found:
1. Summarizing the XML-tree by deleting nodes, keeps the essential structure of the tree to-
gether, however deciding which nodes have to be deleted is a difficult decision, which is made
differently by different projects.
2. Converting the XML-tree into a SLT, works well for data-centric documents, however for
document-centric documents, the synopsis becomes large.
3. Storing all possible paths is the third method, and it is questionable whether this method is
really different to the first method, because storing all possible paths is the same as deleting
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[1] PathExpr := (”/” | ”//”) NameTest RelativePathExpr?
[2] RelativePathExpr := AxisStep +
[3] AxisStep := (”following::” NameTest)
| (”/preceding::” NameTest)
| (”/following-sibling::” NameTest)
| (”/preceding-sibling::” NameTest)
| (”/parent::” NameTest)
| (”/ancestor::” NameTest)
| (”//” NameTest)
| (”/” NameTest)
[4] NameTest := String
| Wildcard
[5] Wildcard := ”*”
[6] String := Char+
[7] Char := A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L
| M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W
| X | Y | X | a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h
| i | j | k | l | m | n | p | q | r | s | t
| u | v | w | x | y | z
Table 4.1: The supported XPath language
all duplicate nodes. However, deleting all duplicate nodes is an easy and smart way of
deleting the least important nodes.
4. Storing the average number of children seems to be a smart solution, however this method
is incapable of handling recursive data.
While evaluating all methods of defining a synopsis, the decision is made to use the third way
of constructing the synopsis. Because in this stage of the project we focus on estimating the
cardinality of absolute paths, therefore we need the simplest and smallest synopsis to do so.
To make calculation easier, the different paths get a pathID, the first path has pathID 0, and
the second path has pathID 1. In Figure 4.1(a) an XML-tree is shown, and the matching synopsis
is shown in Figure 4.1(b). As can be seen, the first 5 rows in the synopsis contain all possible paths
in the tree. Each row contains a path, together with the cardinality of that path. For example,
in line 3, the path: /A/B/C is shown, together with the number 5. This means that the path
/A/B/C occurs 5 times in the tree.
4.3.2 Storing sibling-relations
A disadvantage of storing all paths, is the fact that it is impossible to recover the sibling relations
from the synopsis. With the sibling relations, we mean the relation between nodes which have the
same parent. These sibling relations need to be stored separately in the synopsis. (as shown in
Figure 4.1(b)) These sibling relations are defined by 5 numbers:
• First node (R1), this is the nodeID of the first node in the relation. (this node precedes
the second node of the relation.
• Second node (R2), this is the nodeID of the second node in the relation. (this node follows
the first node of the relation.
• Following count (C1), this is the number second nodes, which are the following sibling of
a first node.
• Preceding count (C2), this is the number first nodes, which are the preceding sibling of a
second node.
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• Number of families (F), this is the number of different families, the relations belong to.
(A family is defined as a parent and it’s children)
These numbers store the key structure of how siblings relate to each other. This information can
later be used to estimate the cardinality of XPath expressions.
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(a) Example tree
(0) /A 1
(1) /A/B 2
(2) /A/B/D 3
(3) /A/B/C 5
(4) /A/B/C/E 1
(5) 3 3 3 3 2
(6) 3 2 2 5 2
(7) 2 3 3 1 1
(8) 2 2 1 1 1
(9) 1 1 1 1 1
(b) The synopsis of Figure
4.1(a)
Figure 4.1: An example tree, and its synopsis
4.3.3 Complexity
The first part of the synopsis contains all paths in the tree, therefore this part of the synopsis is
linear to the number of paths in the tree. Second, all sibling relations are stored in the synopsis. The
maximum number of sibling relations occurs when there is a relation between each path. Therefore,
the maximum number of sibling relations is quadratic to the number of paths. Therefore, the total
space complexity of the synopsis is:
Complexity = |paths|+ |paths|2
Therefore, the space complexity belongs to the following complexity class:
O(|paths|2)
4.3.4 Conclusion
By storing all possible paths and all sibling relations, the key structure of the XML-tree is stored,
and it is possible to estimate the cardinality of all expressions which are part of the language
described in Section 4.2. In the next sections, algorithms will be given to calculate the estimations.
4.4 Definitions
The following definitions are used in this section:
• The pathID is the ID of a path. Each path in the tree is stored in the synopsis, and each
path has a unique ID, which is called the pathID
• The context contains all nodes which are the result of the previous axis step. These nodes
are the starting points of the next step in the query
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• Mctx is a map of context nodes, the map contains entries with as key the pathID of the
nodes, and as value the cardinality of the context nodes with this path
• Mres is a map of result nodes of a estimation. All algorithms produce this map as result,
it contains the same type of entries as the Mctx, and can be used as the Mctx for the next
axis step.
• A family is defined as a node n, its parent and its siblings.
• A sibling relation is defined as the relation between two siblings within a family.
4.4.1 Functions
In this chapter, several functions are used to estimate cardinalities. The first function is the
Card(pathID) function, which is defined as follows:
card(P, paths) =
{
C , if(P,C) ∈ paths
0 , otherwise
The next important function is the nameCheck(Mctx, nameTest), which compares the name-
Test with each path in Mctx, and returns a map, containing all pathID’s of paths which satisfy
the nameTest, together with the cardinality which is given in Mctx.
Three important parameters are used in the algorithms:
• Paths, is the set of all paths which can be read from the synopsis
• Relations, is the set of all relations which can be read from the synopsis
• Name, is the required name of the result nodes, which is given in the query. (can also be a
wildcard ”*”)
4.4.2 Calculating the complexity
For each algorithm, the time complexity has to be calculated. This is done by counting the number
of times something is read from the synopsis. This is a good way to measure the complexity, because
estimating the cardinality is based on the readings of the synopsis.
4.5 Algorithms
In this section algorithms, to estimate the cardinality, are explained. First the general way of
estimating the cardinality is explained, afterwards all algorithms are explained in detail.
4.5.1 Estimation approach
To calculate the estimation, algorithms are needed to estimate all axes steps. In this section, for
each axis step an algorithm is given to calculate the estimation. The general approach to calculate
the estimate is the following:
1. Group child and descendant steps (because they can be calculated together)
2. Initialize context map (Mctx) with one entry: (”/”, 1)
3. For each axis step (or group of axis steps) execute the following steps:
(a) Calculate the estimated result map (Mres) of the axis step, using the specific algorithm
for this axis and Mctx as the context
(b) Define Mres as the Mctx of the next phase.
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4. Calculate the result size using the following formula:
estimated cardinality =
∑
( ,C)∈Mres
C
The context map (Mctx) contains entries which have the pathID of all nodes in the context
as key, and their cardinalities as value. Each algorithm uses this Mctx to calculate a result map
(Mres), which also contains the pathID’s of the result nodes, and their cardinalities.
For example, using the synopsis of Figure 4.1(b), the cardinality of the expression: //*/par-
ent::B/C/E is estimated in the following way: The first phase is to calculate the cardinality of the
first descendant step: //* This phase will have as result all descendants of the tree. (see Table
4.2(a)) The total cardinality of the step can easily be calculated by calculating the sum of all
cardinalities (12). The second phase is to calculate the cardinality of the parent-step: /parent::B
using Mres of the previous phase as Mctx. This phase calculates the new path and cardinality for
each path in Mctx. This results in a new map Mres, which is shown in Table 4.2(b). This Mres
is the Mctx for the third phase. This third phase is to estimate the cardinality of the last two
child-steps /C/E (as mentioned before, several children-steps and descendant-steps can be calcu-
lated together) This results in the final Mres, which is shown in Table 4.2(c), the final estimated
cardinality can be calculated by adding all cardinalities in Mres together, which results in 1, so
the estimated cardinality of this expression is 1.
path card.
/A 1
/A/B 2
/A/B/D 3
/A/B/C 5
/A/B/C/E 1
(a) The result of: ”//*”
and the context of the step:
”/parent::B”
path card.
/A/B 2
(b) The result of:
”//*/parent::B” and
the context of the
step: ”/C/E”
path card.
/A/B/C/E 1
(c) The final result of
the query: ”//*/par-
ent::B/C/E”
Figure 4.2: The Mres of the different phases in cardinality estimation of the query: //*/par-
ent:::B/C/E (instead of pathID’s, the paths are shown.)
4.5.2 Child and descendant steps
Algorithm
The child and descendant steps can be calculated using the following function:
Child-Desc(Mctx, query, Paths) = {(P,C)|
(P ′, C ′) ∈ Mctx
∧P ∈ match(P ′/query, Paths) (1)
∧C = C′card(P ′,Paths) ∗ card(P, Paths)(2)
∧C > 0}
In line 1, the match function is called. the Match(query, paths) function. This function checks
all entries in the map, whether the paths satisfy the given query. Each path which satisfies the
query is added to the result. The method first translates the query to a regular expression using
the transformation rules:
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1. ”// ∗ ”→ ”(/[a− zA− Z−]+) + ”
2. ”//”→ ”/([a− zA− Z−] + /) ∗ ”
3. ”/ ∗ ”→ ”/[a− zA− Z−] + ”
The first rule is to translate descendant-steps followed by a wild card, into a regular expression
with the same meaning. The second rule, does the same for non-wildcard descendant steps. And
the third rule translates children steps with wildcards into regular expressions. After these rules
are executed, the expression can be compared with all paths which are stored in the synopsis, if
there is a match, the pathID is stored in the result of this method.
In line 2, the cardinality of the resulting path is estimated, by calculating the percentage of
all nodes with the path P’, which are in the context, and multiplying this percentage with the
cardinality of P. Then the result is stored in Mres.
Complexity
The child and descendant step is estimated by comparing all paths in the synopsis with a path in
Mctx together with the transformed query. Therefore, for each entry in Mctx all paths are read
from the synopsis. Therefore, the complexity of the estimation algorithm is linear to the number of
paths, and the number of entries in Mctx. The maximum number of entries in Mctx is the number
of paths. (because each path can occur once in Mctx) Therefore, the complexity of a group of
child and descendant steps is quadratic to the number of paths in the synopsis.
complexity = |paths|2
Therefore the child and descendant steps belong to the following class of complexity:
O(|paths|2)
4.5.3 Parent step
Algorithm
The result map of a parent step can be estimated using the following function:
Parent(Mctx, name, Paths, Rel) = {(P,C)|
(P ′, C ′) ∈ Mctx
∧P = getParent(P ′,nametest) (3)
∧C = pRec(P ′, C ′,Mctx,Paths,Rel)}(4)
pRec(P ′, C ′,Mctx,Paths,Relations)
if(Relations = ∅)
return C ′
else
R(R1, R2, C1, C2, ) ∈ Relations
Rest = Relations \ R
est-rel =

C1 , if(R1 = P ′ ∧R2 = P ′) (5)
C4
card(R2,Paths) ∗ C1 , if(R1 = P ′ ∧ ∃(R2, C4) ∈ Mctx)(6)
C4
card(R1,Paths) ∗ C2 , if(R2 = P ′ ∧ ∃(R1, C4) ∈ Mctx)(7)
0 , otherwise
C3 = C
′
card(P ′,paths) ∗ est-rel
C ′′ = C ′ − C3
return pRec(P ′, C ′′,Mctx,Paths,Rest)
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The parent step is calculated by comparing a path from Mctx, with the paths in the synopsis.
This is done by the getParent method which is called in line 3. This function returns the pathID
of the parent if, and only if, the path of this parent corresponds with the nametest which is given
as parameter.
After P is found, the cardinality of P needs to be calculated. This cardinality estimation can be
difficult, because it is often unknown whether the different nodes have different parents or not(two
nodes can have the same parent, however they could also have a different parent). This problem
is solved by assuming that all context nodes have different parents, and then look at the sibling
relations in the synopsis, and check whether there are sibling relations between the context nodes.
This is implemented in the algorithm by constructing a recursive function (named: pRec),
which checks for each entry in Mctx, whether it has sibling relations with other entries in Mctx.
The number of sibling relations is estimated by reading all sibling relations, and checking whether
the context node is part of any of these relations. When the context node P is part of one relation
R(R1,R2,C1,C2,F) and the other path in the relation is also in the context, there are three possible
cases:
• The relation is a relation between P and itself, see line 5. (R1 = P and R2 = P)
In this case, the number of estimated relations is the number of relations (C1) multiplied by
the percentage of nodes with path P, which is in the context.
• The relation has P as the first path, see line 6. (R1 = P) In this case, the number
of estimated relations is the cardinality of the preceding relation (C2) multiplied by the
percentage of R2 nodes which are in Mctx, multiplied by the percentage of nodes with path
P, which are in the context.
• The relations has P as the second path, see line 7 (R2 = P) This case is the opposite
version of the second case.
The number of estimated sibling relations is then returned, and subtracted of the cardinality of
P’, (line 4) this will result in the estimated cardinality of result nodes with path P.
As an example, the execution of the query: //*/parent::B on the tree shown in Figure 4.1(a) is
given. The context nodes in this case are all possible paths of the tree. All possible paths are one
by one used to execute the parent step. So first the paths /A and /A/B are checked, and because
they do not have a parent named B, the cardinality estimation is not important. Then it is checked
whether the path /A/B/D has a parent B, and because it has, the cardinality is calculated. Its
cardinality is 3, and there is 1 sibling relation with it self, so the conclusion of the evaluation of
the D node is that the cardinality of its parent (/A/B) is 3-1=2. The check whether the path has
sibling relations with other paths in the context is not needed, because to prevent counting the
relations double, the relations are only checked with the already processed paths. And because
this is the first matching path, there are no already processed paths.
Then the next entry is evaluated, the path is: /A/B/C, and it has a cardinality of 5, however
it has a sibling relation with it self, this relation has a cardinality of 3, so the cardinality of the
current node is decreased to 2(line 5.) The current node has also a following sibling relation with
a node with path /A/B/D.(see line 7 in the synopsis) This is a relation where /A/B/D nodes are
followed by /A/B/C nodes, and because we want to know how many C nodes are siblings of the
D nodes, we look at the following count of the relation (C1), which is 3. This value needs to be
normalized with the cardinality of the current node (line 6). The current node has a cardinality
of 2, while there are in total 5 nodes with this path, so the current cardinality must be decreased
by 2/5 * 3 = 1.2, so the current cardinality of the C nodes is 2-1.2=0.8.
Then there is also a preceding sibling relation with a node with path /A/B/D, in line 6 of the
synopsis. Where /A/B/C are followed by /A/B/D nodes. Because we want know the number of
D nodes, we look at the preceding count of the relation (C2), which is 5. This value needs to be
normalized by the current cardinality, so the current cardinality has to be decreased by: 0.8/5 * 5
= 0.8, so the new cardinality of the C nodes is 0.8 - 0.8 = 0. So the evaluation of the C node does
not increase the total result of this step.
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Finally the node with path /A/B/C/E is evaluated, however a node with this path can not
have a parent named B, so this evaluation will not change the result of this step. At the end, the
method will return the parent with path /A/B and a cardinality of 2.
Complexity
Because the number of parents is calculated using the number of sibling relations, to calculate the
complexity, we have to count the number of sibling relations which are read from the synopsis.
For the complexity calculation, a hash index on the two pathID’s (R1 and R2) in the relations is
assumed. Therefore, a relation can be found in constant time.
The parent step is calculated by checking for each entry in Mctx, how many sibling relations
it has with other entries in Mctx. Therefore, for each entry in Mctx, all entries in Mctx have to
be checked. Therefore, the complexity of the parent step is quadratic to the number of entries in
Mctx. The maximum number of entries in Mctx is the total number of paths in the tree, therefore
the complexity of the parent step is in the following class.
O(|paths|2)
4.5.4 Ancestor step
Algorithm
The ancestor step can be estimated using the following function: (The function requires a param-
eter Mctx2, which is used to check for sibling relations between the context of different recursive
calls. When the function is called, Mctx2 must be an empty set)
ancestor(Mctx,name,Paths,Relations,Mctx2)
if(Mctx = ∅)
return ∅
else
Mctx3 = merge(Mctx2, Mctx) (8)
Mnewctx = Anc-Par-Step(Mctx, ”*”, Paths, Relations, Mctx3)(9)
Mres = nameCheck(Mnewctx, name) (10)
Mrecres = ancestor(Mnewctx,name,Paths,Relations,Mctx3) (11)
return merge(Mrecres,Mres) (12)
merge(Mres1,Mres2) = {(P,C)|
∧P ∈ domain(Mres1) ∪ domain(Mres2)
∧(P,C1) ∈ Mres1 ∨ (P,C2) ∈ Mres2
∧C = C1 + C2
When P is not in Mres1 or Mres2, C1 or C2 is equal to zero.
Anc-Par-Step(Mctx, name, Paths, Rel, Mctx2) = {(P,C)|
(P ′, C ′) ∈ Mctx
∧P = getParent(P’, name)
∧C = pRec(P ′, C ′,Mctx2,Paths,Rel)}
The ancestor step is similar to several parent steps after each other. So the ancestor step is
calculated by making parent steps, until the root node is reached. However, the parent algorithm
checks for sibling relations in the context, and because not all context nodes have to be on the
same depth, it is important to recognize sibling relations between a context node, and the parent
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of another context node. This can be done by combining the Mctx of all recursive calls, and check
for sibling relations within this map. To do this, a context map has to be shared by all recursive
calls, therefore the variable Mctx2 is used. In line 8, the current context (Mctx) and the context
of the previous steps (Mctx2) are merged, so the test for sibling relations can be executed over
both maps.
In line 9, the Anc-Par-Step (short for Ancestor-Parent-Step) is called with as name test a
wildcard. So, all parents are returned, and can be used as context of the next iteration. The
Anc-Par-Step calls the recursive function pRec which is defined in the previous section.
In line 10 a namecheck is executed, and all nodes which pass the namecheck are in line 12
merged with the result of the recursive call. (which is executed in line 11)
Complexity
The algorithm of the ancestor step uses the parent step as many times as needed for the deepest
context node in the tree to reach the root node. Therefore, the complexity of the ancestor step is
the depth of the deepest context node multiplied by the complexity of the parent step. Therefore,
the ancestor step is quadratic to the number of paths, and linear to the depth of the deepest node
in the tree.
O(|paths|2)
O(maxDepth)
where:
maxDepth = The depth of the deepest node in the tree
4.5.5 Following-sibling step
Algorithm
The following sibling step can be estimated using the following algorithm:
fol-Sib(Mctx, name, Relations) = {(P,C)|
(P ′, C ′) ∈ Mctx
∧(P ′, P, , C2, ) ∈ Relations (13)
∧nameCheck(P, name)
∧C ′′ = fol-Sib-Rec(P ′, C ′,Mctx,Relations)(14)
∧C = C′′card(P ′)C2 (15)
fol-Sib-Rec(P ′, C ′,Mctx,Relations)
if(Relations = ∅)
returnC ′
else
Rel(R3, R4, C3, C4, ) ∈ Relations
Rest = Relations \ Rel
C ′′ =

C′
card(P ′)
C5
card(R3)C3 , if(R4 = P
′ ∧ (R3, C5) ∈ Mctx) (16)
C′
card(P ′)
C5
card(R4)C4 , if(R3 = P
′ ∧ (R4, C5) ∈ Mctx) (17)
0 , otherwise (18)
C = C ′ − C ′′
return folSibRec(P ′, C,Mctx,Rest)
The algorithm checks (in line 13) for each entry in the Mctx, whether it has a following relation.
If it has, the cardinality is estimated by estimating the number of sibling relations between the
different entries in Mctx. This calculation is done by a recursive method which is called in line 14.
This method is similar to the recursive method used by the parent algorithm, however the method
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for the parent step also checks for sibling relations between nodes with the same path. And in this
case that is not needed because, otherwise it will disturb the percentage calculating in line 15.
This method checks for the following sibling relations:
• There is a node preceding the context node. In this case the cardinality of this relation
is estimated in line 16, the estimated number of relations is the percentage of P’ nodes which
are in the context, multiplied with the percentage of R3 nodes which are in the context,
multiplied by the number of relations
• There is a node following the context node. This relation is opposite to the case where
there exists a node preceding the context node, so the calculation is also opposite. (see line
17)
• The other path in the relation is not part of the context. In this case, there is no
relation, so the cardinality is 0. (see line 18)
As example, the cardinality of the following query will be estimated: //D/following-sibling::C.
The context contains just one entry: /A/B/D with a cardinality of 3. Therefore sibling relations
between this path and some other path have to be found. In the synopsis in Figure 4.1, two of
those relations are found:
2 2 1 1 1
2 3 3 1 1
Now it has to be checked whether the path of the following sibling corresponds with the name test
the original query (C). The first relation does not satisfy this condition, because it is a relation with
a node with path 2 (/A/B/D). The second relation however does satisfy this condition, because
it is a relation with a node with path 3 (/A/B/C) and this path satisfies the name test in the
query (C). Therefore, the second relation can be used to estimate the cardinality of the example
expression.
The recursive method will return the number of sibling relations there are between the different
paths in Mctx. Because there is only 1 path in Mctx, there are no sibling relations between the
paths. So the method will return 0, and the variable C” will have the value 3.
After the check for sibling relations between nodes in the context, the cardinality of the P nodes
in the context is estimated in line 15. The cardinality is estimated by calculting the percentage of
P’ nodes which are in the context, and multiplying it with the number of following relations. In
our example, this will be
3
3
∗ 1 = 1
Therefore, the cardinality of this query is 1.
Complexity
The complexity of the following sibling step is measured by calculating the number sibling relations
which are read from the synopsis. This complexity is linear to the number of entries in Mctx,
because for each entry the same steps have to be calculated. So, for each entry in Mctx all sibling
relations with this path as first node in the relation have to be checked. If there is a hash index
on the first node in the relation, each relation can be retrieved from the synopsis in constant time.
Calculating the count of the new node can be done in constant time, so it has no influence on the
complexity of the algorithm. Therefore, the complexity of the following sibling step is described
as follows:
complexity = |paths| ∗ |relations|
However, to check whether two context nodes are siblings of each other or not, for each entry
in Mctx it has to be checked whether it has a sibling relation with one of the other entries in Mctx.
To do this, a recursive algorithm is needed which checks all entries in Mctx, whether they have
a sibling relation with another node in Mctx, this makes the algorithm quadratic to the number
of entries in Mctx. And because the maximum number of entries in Mctx is equal to the number
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of paths, the algorithm is quadratic to the number of paths. Therefore, the complexity of the
algorithm is in the following classes:
O(|paths|2)
O(|relations|)
4.5.6 Preceding-sibling step
Algorithm
The preceding-sibling step is similar to the following-sibling algorithm. However the check for
sibling relations is different, because the following-sibling step searches for following-siblings, it
searches for relations where the context node is the first node in the relation, (variable R1 in
Section 4.3.2) however to find the preceding-sibling relations, we have to search relations where
the second node in the relation equals the context node. (variable R2 in Section 4.3.2)
When estimating the cardinality, the following-sibling step uses the number of following rela-
tions (variable C1 in Section 4.3.2), but the preceding-sibling step uses the number of preceding
relations (variable C2 in Section 4.3.2).
Complexity
The algorithm of the preceding sibling is similar to the following sibling algorithm, therefore they
both belong to the same complexity classes, so the complexity of the preceding sibling algorithm
is linear to the number of relations, and quadratic to the number of paths.
4.5.7 Following and Preceding step
The following and the preceding axes are the opposites of each other, in this section only the
following step is explained in detail.
Algorithm
One important observation, needed to estimate the number of following nodes, is that the following
nodes are a combination of the following siblings in the first family, the descendants of those
following siblings and the following nodes of the parent of the context node. Therefore, the
following function can be described using the next equation: (It is important that only the following
siblings of only the first family are used, because the other following siblings are counted during
the descendant steps of the recursive call.)
est-fol(context node) = siblingsIn1Family(context node) +
descendants(siblingsIn1Family(context node)) + following(parent(context node))
where:
est-fol(node) = recursive function, which returns the following nodes
siblingsIn1Family(node) = function which returns the following siblings
descendants(node) = function which returns all descendants
parent(node) = function which returns the parent
Using this method, the following step can be calculated without the need to check whether
different context nodes are siblings of each other or not. This makes the algorithm less complex.
The following step can now be calculated with the next algorithm:
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following(Mctx,name,Paths,Relations)
if(Relations = ∅)
return C ′
else
Mres = {(P,C)|
(P ′, C ′) ∈ Mctx
∧(P ′, P, C1, , F ) ∈ Relations
∧(P ′! = P ∧ C = C′card(P ′) ∗
C1
F ) (19)
∨(P ′ = P (20)
∧C =

C1
F ∗ 12 , if(C ′ < F ) (21)
C1
F , if(C
′ = card(P ′)) (22)
C1
F
C1
F +1
∗ C1F , otherwise)} (23)
Mres2 = merge(Mres,Child-Desc(Mres, ”//*”, Paths)) (24)
Mres3 = nameCheck(Mres2, name)
Mres4 = following(parent(Mctx, ”*”, Paths, Relations)
return mergeDistinct(Mres3, Mres4) (25)
mergeDistinct(Mres1,Mres2) = {(P,C)|
∧P ∈ domain(Mres1) ∪ domain(Mres2)
∧(P,C1) ∈ Mres1 ∨ (P,C2) ∈ Mres2
∧C = maximum(C1, C2)
Note that, in line 25 the mergeDistinct function is used while the merge function should be used.
This error is detected after having run several experiments and reported the results, therefore we
did not adapt our experiments to the change. In Chapter 8 the error is discussed, and it is also
proven that the error does not influence the conclusions of this thesis.
For each entry in Mctx, all relations are checked to find all following siblings of a context node.
When P is unequal to P’, (see line 19) the cardinality can easily be calculated by calculating the
percentage of P’ nodes which are in the context, and multiplying it with the average number of
following siblings per family. This results in the number of siblings within one family.
When P is equal to P’, (see line 20) calculating the number of following siblings within a family
is more difficult, because it is impossible to know whether the context nodes are at the beginning
or at the end of the family, so it is impossible to know whether the context node has preceding
or following nodes. Therefore, it is assumed that if there is 1 context node within a family, it is
in the middle of its siblings, and if there are 2 context nodes within a family, there is one on one
third of the siblings, and one on two third of the siblings. This is calculated in three cases in lines
21 to 23.
1. The normal case is when part of the P’ nodes is in the context, but not all of them and there
is more then one relation per family. (Line 23)In this case the percentage of the relations per
family can be calculated by dividing the number of relations per family by the number of
relations per family plus 1. To calculate the number of following siblings within one family,
this number has to be multiplied by the number of following relations per family.
2. When there is less then one relation per family (see line 21) we assume that all context
nodes are in the middle of their siblings, therefore, the number of following siblings can be
calculated by dividing the average number of siblings within a family by 2.
3. When all P’ nodes are in the context all siblings are part of the result, and the number of
following siblings within one family can be calculated by dividing the number of following
siblings by the number of families. (see line 22)
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Using these three cases, the number of following siblings can be estimated.
Second, the descendants of the following siblings are calculated. This is done by the algorithm
for the child and descendant step. It will return a map, containing entry with a pathID as a
key, and the cardinality as value. This result is then merged with the following siblings (line 24).
Note that another merging function is used, then the one introduced with the ancestor method.
This function does not return the sum of the cardinalities, but the maximum. This because the
intermediate results can overlap, and then nodes can be counted double.
Then a nametest is executed to calculate the paths which are part of the result of this step. At
the end a recursive call is executed, to calculate the following nodes of the parents of the context
nodes. And the results are merged and returned. (line 25)
As an example, the execution of the query: //C/following::* on the tree shown in Figure 4.1(a)
is explained. The context nodes of the following step are the 5 nodes with the following path:
/A/B/C. First the following siblings are calculated, there are two relations with following siblings,
a relation with a sibling named C, and a relation with a sibling named D. The cardinality of the
siblings is calculated by dividing the number of following relations by the number of families. In
case of the sibling named D: 2(relations) / 2(families) = 1 following sibling. As mentioned before,
the calculation of the number of following siblings named C, can be difficult, because it is often
unknown where the context node is placed among all C nodes. However in this case all C nodes
are context nodes, so it can be assumed that all relations are part of the result. The temporary
result of this step is placed in Table 4.3(a).
Now the number of descendants of the following nodes has to be calculated. Because all possible
paths are stored in the synopsis, it is known that a D node has no descendants(because there is
no path starting with: /A/B/D, followed by a child step). However, a C node can have a child,
because there is a path: /A/B/C/E, the cardinality of this path is 1, so the estimated number of
E nodes is:
context nodes with path /A/B/C (1,5)
total number of C nodes (5)
∗ number of E nodes (1) = 0.3
Therefore, the path /A/B/C/E is added to the result, with a cardinality of 0.3, the result is shown
in Table 4.3(b).
Now the parent function is called. Mention that the parent function has to return all parents,
whether or not they satisfy the name test, so the parent function must be called with a wildcard.
In this case the parent returns a B, with a cardinality of 2. Now the same steps are repeated, a B
has 1 following sibling named B, which has on average the following descendants:
• /A/B/C, with a cardinality of 2.5
• /A/B/D, with a cardinality of 1.5
• /A/B/C/E, with a cardinality of 0.5
These cardinalities are added to the interim results, the final results are shown in Table 4.3(c).
Therefore the estimated cardinality of this query is
/A/B/D (2.5) + /A/B/C (4) + /A/B/C/E (0.8) + /A/B (1) = 8.3
And the actual cardinality is: 8, so there is an error of 3.75%.
Complexity
The algorithm for the following step is a recursive algorithm, which ends when the deepest context
node reaches the root of the tree. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is linear to the depth
of the deepest node.
In each recursive step, all following siblings of all context nodes are checked. And their de-
scendants are calculated by checking each path in the synopsis. Therefore, the complexity of each
recursive step is described by the following formula
complexity = |Paths|2 ∗ |Relations|
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path card.
/A/B/D 1
/A/B/C 1.5
(a) The following sib-
lings of C
path card.
/A/B/D 1
/A/B/C 1.5
/A/B/C/E 0.3
(b) The following siblings
of C, and their descendants
path card.
/A/B/D 2.5
/A/B/C 4
/A/B/C/E 0.8
/A/B 1
(c) Final result
Figure 4.3: The intermediate results of the following step in the query: //C/following::*
Each recursive step, the parent algorithm is executed to calculate the parents of the current
context nodes. The complexity of parent algorithm is described in Section 4.5.3.Therefore the
complexity of the whole algorithm is:
complexity = maxDepth ∗ |Paths|2 ∗ |Relations|+maxDepth ∗ |paths|2
Which can be simplified to:
complexity = maxDepth ∗ |Paths|2 ∗ (|Relations|+ 1)
Therefore, the algorithm to estimate the cardinality of a following step belongs to the following
complexity classes:
O(|paths|2)
O(|Relations|)
O(maxDepth)
4.5.8 Assumptions
During the cardinality estimations, two important assumptions are made. In this section these
assumptions are given, an example of what happens when the assumptions fail will also be given.
• All algorithms (except the algorithms for the child and descendant axes, when no other axes
are used) assume that all children are equally distributed between their parents. For example
in tree 4.1(a) the algorithm assumes that all C-nodes have 0.2 child-nodes named E. This
produces errors when the cardinality of one particular node is estimated, therefore the query
//E/parent::C/E will result in a cardinality of 0.2 instead of 1.
• The algorithm for the parent axis assumes that all context nodes are equally distributed
among the families of nodes. e.g. In tree 4.1(a) when a previous step returns two C-
nodes which are siblings of each other (for example //E/parent::C/following::D/preceding-
sibling::C), and than we navigate to a parent named B, the algorithm will assume that the
two C nodes are equally distributed among the two (parent) B-nodes. So the algorithm will
return a cardinality of 2, instead of 1. (It is important to realize that the following, preceding
and ancestor algorithms are using the algorithm for the parent axis, so they have the same
assumption)
It can be concluded that all algorithms have some assumptions, except the algorithm for child
and descendant axes (when other axes are not used). Therefore it is expected that the child and
descendant steps have no error in their estimations, and expressions using other axes will produce
errors when the assumptions are violated.
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4.6 Complexity
The complexity of the different axes is measured by counting the number of paths, and the number
of sibling relations which are read from the synopsis. Each axis step belongs to its own complexity
classes, Table 4.6 shows all axis steps and their complexity classes. As shown, the highest com-
plexity class is quadratic to the number of context nodes, which means that when the number of
context nodes grows, the time complexity grows quadratic.
axis step O(D) O(|R|) O(|P|2)
child-descendant X
parent X
ancestor X X
f-sibling X X
p-sibling X X
following X X X
preceding X X X
where:
D = MaxDepth
R = The set of all sibling relations
P = The set of all paths
Table 4.2: Complexity of each axis step
4.7 Validation
As described in Chapter 3, the prototype is tested using an (data-centric) 1MB XMark document
a (data-centric) 100MB XMark document, and a (document-centric) 2MB Word document. Each
document is tested with 2000 randomly generated queries. The cardinality of these queries are
estimated, and after that compared with the real results.
4.7.1 Results
In Table 4.4(a), the statistics of the three XML-documents are shown. The XMark 100MB docu-
ment is about 100 times bigger then the XMark 1MB document, however the synopsis is almost
the same size. This is caused by the fact that the XMark 1MB document has the same structure
as the XMark 100MB document, and storing the main structure takes in both cases about the
same amount of space.
The XMark 100MB document is about 40 times bigger than the Word document, however the
synopsis of the Word document is bigger than the synopsis of the XMark 100MB document. This
happened because the XMark document is structured well, so storing the structure requires less
space than storing the unstructured Word document.
In Table 4.4(b), the results of the estimations are shown. The first column shows the maximum
error, the second column shows the maximum error within 90% of all queries. The third column
shows the percentage of all queries, which have an error lower then 10%. The table shows that the
XMark documents are performing well, however the results of the Word document are a lot worse,
only 88.7% of all queries have an error lower then 10%.
As can be seen, there are less errors with an XMark document and the errors are smaller then
the errors with the Word document. Therefore the assumption, that the cardinalities of a ’data
centric’ document are easier to estimate, is proven already.
4.7.2 Statistics
When we take a closer look at the results, there are some other interesting points. The results
of the comparison between the real cardinality and the estimation are, ordered by relative error
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size (KB) size of synopsis (KB) size of synopsissize
Word doc 2,682 56.5 0.021066
XMark 1MB 995 34 0.034171
XMark 100MB 102,901 51.8 0.000503
(a) Statistics of XML-documents
maximum maximum of 90% error < 10%
Word doc 81.914 0.12727 88.7%
XMark 1MB 0.9322 0.00257 97.8%
XMark 100MB 1.0702 0.00009 97.5%
(b) Results summary
Figure 4.4: Validation results
size, displayed in Figure 4.5(a). (estimations with an error equal to 0, are not shown, because it
is rather difficult to display the value 0 on a logarithmic scale) The relative error is plotted on the
Y-axis, and the queries are ordered by there relative error plotted on the X-axis. Therefore, the
Y-axis represents the height of the relative error, and the X-axis represents the number of errors.
Because the queries are ordered by there relative error, the query with the biggest relative error is
placed first. Therefore, all graphs are continuously decreasing.
When we take a closer look at the graph in Figure 4.5(a), it is remarkable that the graphs are
not straight lines. For example, the graph of the XMark 1MB document is a strait line over the
first 150 queries, then it levels until the 400th query, and then it drops down to few queries with an
extremely low error. When we take a look at the queries, the following categories can be defined:
1. The first 150 queries have big errors, because both assumptions of Section 4.5.8 are violated
terribly.
2. The next 250 queries have errors, because they contain a following or a preceding step, and
queries with these steps can not be perfectly estimated
3. The next 2 queries have small errors, because of a rounding problem
4. The other queries are perfectly estimated, and do not have any errors.
For the Word document, the same categories can be recognized, however the number and the size
of the errors are bigger. And the strict separation between the first two categories disappeared,
because the errors of the following and preceding steps are bigger in the word document.
Because the difference between the first two categories can not be seen in the graph, the results
of the validation are shown again in figures 4.5(b) and 4.5(c)(the errors about the rounding problem
are left out). In Figure 4.5(b) only the queries without a following or a preceding step are shown,
and in Figure 4.5(c) only the queries with a following or a preceding step are shown. These graphs
lead to the following conclusions:
• As can be seen, the graph in Figure 4.5(b) behaves the same as the first 150 queries in
graph 4.5(a), and the graph in Figure 4.5(c) behaves similar as the next 250 queries in graph
4.5(a). So it can be concluded that the shape in Figure 4.5(a) is generated by the number
of problems with the following and the preceding step.
• The biggest errors are generated by violations of the assumptions in Section 4.5.8, these are
the errors without following and preceding step.
• There is almost no difference between the XMark documents and the word document in
Figure 4.5(b), while there is a lot of difference between those two documents in Figure 4.5(c).
It can be concluded that a document centric document does not violate the assumptions more
then the data centric document, for queries without a following or a preceding step. However,
when a query contains a following or a preceding step, the assumptions are violated more
with a document centric document, then with a data centric document.
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(a) Relative errors of test queries
(b) Results without following & preceding (c) Results of following & preceding
Figure 4.5: Validation results
4.7.3 Conclusions
As stated before, there are four different categories of queries, two of them with big estimation
errors. The first category is violation of the assumptions, the second category is a problem with
the following and preceding step. Examples of both categories are:
1. //A/parent::B/A, when not every B node has a child A, the system assumes that the
selected B nodes are equally divided among all B nodes, so it assumes that not all of these B
nodes have a child A, however the selected B nodes are just the nodes with a child A. This
is the reason why the child-step to the A node will give a underestimated result. The same
type of error occurs also with descendant and ancestor steps.
2. //A/following::B, when the A nodes are after the B nodes in the document, and they have
ancestors which share the same path (C). In this case, the system does not know whether
the A nodes are at the beginning or the end of the document, and will assume that all the
A and the B nodes are equally divided among the C nodes, and when this is not the case, it
results in big errors.
These are the same kind of errors which are expected when the predicates are added to the
language. Because both types of errors have the problem that during estimation it is assumed that
the context nodes are equally divided among all nodes with the same path (node B in the first
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type of error, and node C in the second type). However when this is not the case (due to some
kind of a predicate), the system will produce errors.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, algorithms to estimate the cardinality are developed, together with a synopsis
which is needed by the algorithms. There are algorithms for all eight axes of path expressions,
each algorithm starts with a set of context nodes, which are the result of the previous step. The
algorithms evaluate the step starting at all these nodes, and in the end all results are combined
in one result map. This result map can be used as context map for the next step in the path
expression. This modular design makes it possible to use all axes in different order. The proposed
synopsis stores the essential structure of an XML-tree, and by making two basic assumptions, and
the cardinality of all XPath expressions can be estimated.
The validation of the prototype in Section 4.7 shows that the relative errors in the estimation
are low in case of a data centric document (about 97.8% of all queries have a error lower then 10%).
However, with a document centric document the estimation errors are growing high, especially with
the following and preceding axes. As shown, only 88.7% of all queries in the word document are
estimated with an error lower then 10%. This is not good enough according the demands which
are defined in Chapter 3, however as concluded in Section 4.7, these errors are typically the errors
which are expected when the predicates are added to the language. Therefore, these errors will be
solved in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
XPath Predicates
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, algorithms are explained to estimate the cardinality of XPath expressions.
However the algorithms could not handle predicates within the XPath expression. Therefore it
is needed to extend the supported language with predicates. In this chapter, an overview of the
literature about cardinality estimation in predicates is given. Second, the new supported language
is described. Then the new synopsis is presented and the algorithms to make the estimations, to-
gether with the complexity, is given. In the end a validation is executed to test the new algorithms.
5.2 Literature
In Chapter 2 a survey of the XPath language is given. It is concluded that there are three kinds
of predicates in the XPath language:
• Existence predicate, a path expression between square brackets, it evaluates true when
the given path exists.
• Positional predicate, a number i between square brackets, it evaluates true for the i’th
node in the node sequence
• Value predicate, a comparison between square brackets, it evaluates true when the com-
parison evaluates to true
These three types of predicates can also be combined in one predicate, using a boolean operator.
This project only focuses on navigational XPath expressions. Therefore, only cardinality estimation
algorithms for the existence predicates are developed.
5.3 Language
In the previous Section, it is shown that there are different types of predicates. In this project, we
focus on cardinality estimation based on the structure of the XML document. Therefore only the
existence predicate is relevant for this project, and only the existence predicate is part of the new
language. The supported language is defined in Table 5.1.
5.4 Synopsis
In Section 4.3.2, a synopsis is given to estimate the cardinalities of simple path expressions. In
this chapter, the language is expanded with predicates which a checks for the existence of sub
paths. To estimate the cardinality of a sub path existence predicate the structure of the XML-tree
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[1] PathExpr := (”/” | ”//” NameTest RelativePathExpr?)
[2] RelativePathExpr := (AxisStep Predicate?) +
[3] AxisStep := (”/following::” NameTest)
| (”/preceding::” NameTest)
| (”/following-sibling::” NameTest)
| (”/preceding-sibling::” NameTest)
| (”/parent::” NameTest)
| (”/ancestor::” NameTest)
| (”/” NameTest)
| (”//” NameTest)
[4] NameTest := String
| Wildcard
[5] Wildcard := ”*”
[6] Predicate := ”[”. RelativePathExpr ”]”
[7] String := Char+
[8] Char := A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L
| M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W
| X | Y | X | a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h
| i | j | k | l | m | n | p | q | r | s | t
| u | v | w | x | y | z
Table 5.1: The supported language with predicates
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Figure 5.1: Example trees
needs to be known. The synopsis of Section 4.3.2 already holds the key structure of an XML-
document. Therefore, it can be concluded that it must be possible to estimate the cardinality of
path expressions with predicates, using the same synopsis as defined in Section 4.3.2.
5.5 Algorithm
Before developing the algorithm, we thought about the meaning of a predicate. When the cardi-
nality of the sub path is calculated, what consequences does this have for the cardinality of the
whole query? As an example, consider the query: /A/B[./following::C] on the first two trees in
Figure 5.1. In both trees, the sub path (./following::C) exists once, however in the first tree, the
result is 1, and in the second tree the result is 2. Therefore, it is important to know how many B
nodes are preceding a C node, so after the step ./following::C the step /preceding::B is important
too. To combine these two steps, the query can be rewritten by mirroring all steps within the
predicate, and add them at the end of the predicate. So the example query will be rewritten to:
/A/B/following::C/preceding::B. With the techniques of Chapter 4, this query will return in case
of tree 5.1(a) a result size of 1, and in case of tree 5.1(b) a result size of 2.
However when the query //E/parent::B[./following::C] is executed on the tree in Figure 5.1(c),
the query will be rewritten to the following query: //E/parent::B/following::C/preceding::B will
return a result size of 2, while the result of the original query is 1. Therefore there is a rule that
the result of a predicate may not be higher than the result of the query without predicate. In this
case, the result may not be higher than the result of the query: //E/parent::B.
There is still one case in which the rewriting returns an incorrect answer. When the query:
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//E/parent::B[./following::C] is executed on the tree in figure: 5.1(d), the result of the query
without predicate (//E/parent::B) is 2, and the result of the rewritten query (//E/parent::B/-
following::C/preceding::B) is also 2, observe however, that the two nodes in the result of the query
without predicate are not the same as the two nodes in the result of the rewritten query. Therefore
this algorithm will return an estimated cardinality of 2, while the real cardinality is 1. This error
can not be detected by the system, however; it is a small error and, because it only occurs is this
special case, it is assumed that it will not happen often. Therefore, this small error will not be a
problem for the estimation algorithm.
The query can be transformed using the following definition:
Path [ Predicate ]→ Path Predicate Reverse(Predicate)
Where:
The path and the predicate consists of a sequence of axis steps (A) and name tests (N)
Path = (A1, N1), (A2, N2), (A3, N3) ... (An, Nn)
Predicate = (A1, N1), (A2, N2), (A3, N3) ... (An, Nn)
The predicate can be reversed using the following definition. (N0 is the last name test of the path)
Reverse(Predicate) = (Rev(An), Nn-1), (Rev(An-1), Nn-2),(Rev(An-2), Nn-3) ...
... (Rev(A2), N1),(Rev(A1), N0)
Rev(A) =

”/” , if A = ”/parent::”
”//” , if A = ”/descendant::”
”/parent::” , if A = ”/”
”/ancestor::” , if A = ”//”
”/following::” , if A = ”/preceding::”
”/preceding::” , if A = ”/following::”
”/following-sibling::” , if A = ”/preceding-sibling::”
”/preceding-sibling::” , if A = ”/following-sibling::”
Because the rewritten query might return a higher cardinality then the original path, the result of
the query is defined as:
Mres = minimum(Mres1, Mres2)
Where:
Mres = the final estimated cardinality of the predicate
Mres1 = the estimated cardinality of the predicate
Mres2 = the estimated cardinality of the path
5.6 Complexity
To estimate the cardinality of a predicate, for each axis step within the predicate, two axis steps
have to be calculated. Therefore the complexity is the sum of the axis step, and the reversed axis
step. A second change in the complexity is that the predicate has to be estimated for each entry in
Mctx separately, because otherwise several entries of Mctx could influence each other. Therefore,
the complexity of each axis step within a predicate is multiplied by the number of entries in Mctx
(The maximum size of Mctx is the number of paths). However, because the axis steps are executed
for each entry in Mctx separately, the first axis step will always have an Mctx with a size of 1.
(The second or third axis steps can have a bigger Mctx).
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So, it can be concluded that the complexity of each step in a predicate is the sum of its own
complexity and the complexity of the opposite axis step. And because the predicate is executed
for each entry in Mctx separately, and the maximum size of Mctx is the number of paths, the
complexity of each axis has to be multiplied with the number of paths in the synopsis.
In the next table, the complexity classes where each algorithm belongs to are shown.
axis step O(D) O(|R|) O(|P|3)
child X
descendant X X
parent X
ancestor X X
f-sibling X X
p-sibling X X
following X X X
preceding X X X
where:
D = MaxDepth
R = The set of all sibling relations
P = The set of all paths
Table 5.2: Complexity of each axis step
5.7 Validation
As in the previous chapter, the system is validated using three different XML-documents. Two
data-centric XMark documents, and a document-centric Word document. However due to some
scalability problems, it is impossible to execute the complex queries on a 100MB XMark document,
to calculate the real cardinalities. Therefore, only a 1MB XMark document and the 2 MB word
document are used.
5.7.1 Results
In Table 5.2, the results of the validation is shown, in Table 5.2(a), the results of the previous
chapter are shown, and in Table 5.2(b) the new results are shown. It is clear that the size of the
errors has increased due to the introduction of the predicates. With the XMark document, only
86% of all queries have an error smaller than 10%. With the Word document the result is even
worse, only 76% of all queries have an error smaller than 10%.
size (KB) size of synopsis (KB) size of synopsissize
Word doc 2,682 56.5 0.021066
XMark 1MB 995 34 0.034171
XMark 100MB 102,901 51.8 0.000503
(a) Results without predicates
maximum maximum of 90% error < 10%
Word document 3.6686 0.41570 76.4%
XMark document 2726.4 0.36925 86.4%
(b) Results with predicates
Figure 5.2: Validation results
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5.7.2 Statistics
In Figure 5.3(a), the results of the validation are shown, together with the results of the previous
chapter. As can be seen, the graphs have the same characteristics as the graphs of the previous
chapter. First some big errors because of violations of the assumptions, second some errors because
of some problems with the preceding and following steps, thirdly some errors due to some rounding
problems, and finally a lot of queries without errors. To make the difference between the first two
categories visible, the results are plotted again in Figure 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) (the errors due to the
rounding problem are left out). In Figure 5.3(b), all queries without a following or preceding
step are plotted, and in Figure 5.3(c) all queries with a following or preceding step are plotted.
As can be seen in the graphs, both categories produce errors, similar to the validation without
predicates, however the separation between both categories is not clear anymore. It is assumed
that the separation has disappeared because the queries with predicates are longer than the queries
without predicates, therefore a following or preceding step at the beginning of a query will result
in a bigger error than a following or preceding step at the end of a query.
Although, the separation between the first categories has disappeared, it can be concluded that
both kinds of errors still exist, and to improve the overall result of the algorithms, it is useful to
improve these categories.
(a) Relative errors of test queries
(b) Results without following & preceding (c) Results of following & preceding
Figure 5.3: Validation statistics
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5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, algorithms are explained to estimate the cardinality of XPath expressions with
predicates. The solution is to rewrite the query, to a query without predicates. The results of the
both queries are not the same, however because the algorithm only estimates the cardinality, a
small error is no problem.
In Section 5.7, the new system is validated, and the results of the validation do not meet the
demands formulated in Chapter 3. Only 86.45% of the queries on the data centric document had
a relative error lower then 10%, and with the document centric document the percentage drops to
76.45%. The errors are generated due to the same two problems, which are mentioned in Section
4.7.3:
1. Sometimes the assumptions about the XML-tree are violated
2. It is impossible to know during the following and the preceding step, whether the context
nodes are at the beginning or at the end of the XML-tree
In the next chapters, solutions to these two problems are explained.
Chapter 6
Improvements
6.1 Introduction
In Section 4.7.3 two problems are mentioned which produce errors in the estimations. These two
problems are the fact that the assumptions about the tree are not always true, and the following
and preceding step do not always have all the information they need. In this chapter, the following
three solutions to those problems are proposed:
1. Store the ranges of the pathID’s. These ranges can be used to improve the following and
preceding step.
2. Keep, during execution, lineage information about the context nodes. This information can
be used for the subsequent steps.
3. Distinguish between nodes with the same name and path, based on their children.
To test the solutions, they are implemented and the estimation results are compared with the
results of the system without these improvements. At the end of the chapter, conclusions will be
drawn to conclude the degree to which the solutions improve the system.
6.2 Ranges
6.2.1 Problem description
Figure 6.1 shows three different trees, and their common synopsis. However these three trees are
different, they have the same synopsis, therefore it is impossible for the estimator to distinguish
between those trees. For example, the cardinality of the query: //C/following::B.
• For example tree 1, the cardinality is 2
A
}}
}} AA
AA
B B B
C
(a) Example tree 1
A
}}
}} AA
AA
B B B
C
(b) Example tree 2
A
}}
}} AA
AA
B B B
C
(c) Example tree 3
(0) /A 1
(1) /A/B 3
(2) /A/B/C 1
(3) 1 1 2 2 1
(d) The synopsis
Figure 6.1: Example trees and their common synopsis
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• For example tree 2, the cardinality is 1
• For example tree 3, the cardinality is 0
The estimator can not distinguish between the three options and, as explained in Section 4.5.5, it
will assume that the context node is placed in the middle of the tree, and therefore in all cases the
algorithm will estimate the cardinality equal to 1.
In this section, a solution to this problem will be found, implemented and tested.
6.2.2 Solution
The basic idea of the improvement is to add the (pre-order) ranges of the nodes to the synopsis
and during calculation estimate the range of the result, so the range of the context nodes is known
during the calculation of the next step.
Definitions
The following definitions are used in this section:
• a range, gives the minimum(startID) and the maximum(endID) boundary of all nodes with
a certain path.
• startID, is the first ID in a range. All nodes, which belong to this range, have an ID higher
or equal to the startID.
• endID, is the last ID in a range. All nodes, which belong to this range, have an ID lower or
equal to the endID.
• Mctx, each entry contains now 4 numbers. The first two are the same as in the previous
chapters. The third is the startID of the range, and the fourth is the endID of the range
• generations(P, P’) This method returns the depth of path P’ minus the depth of path P.
• getEndID(P) This method returns the endID of path P, as stored in the synopsis.
• getStartID(P) This method returns the startID of path P, as stored in the synopsis.
Synopsis
The ranges have to be added to the synopsis. In Figure 6.2, the first tree of Figure 6.1 is shown
again. However, now the pre-order ID’s of all nodes are shown between square brackets. These
pre-order ID’s are also stored in the synopsis. For each path in the synopsis, three numbers are
stored:
• The first number represents the cardinality of the path. The synopsis defined in Section 4.3
also contains this number
• The second number is called the startID and it represents the minimal pre-order ID of the
path. Therefore, all nodes which are represented by this path, have a pre-order ID which is
at least as high as this number
• The third number is called the endID and it represents the maximal pre-order ID of the
path. Therefore, all nodes which are represented by this path, have a pre-order ID which is
not higher than this number. (Therefore, we can conclude that when the first number is 1,
the second and the third number will contain the same value)
In this synopsis, two numbers are added to state the range of the nodes. These ranges can be used
during estimation to compute the ranges of the result, and the following and preceding steps can
use these ranges to improve the estimations.
The sibling relations are stored in the same way as defined in Section 4.3.
The new synopsis has the same complexity as the synopsis defined in Section 4.3, because the
only change is the addition of the ranges, which is a constant factor, so it does not influence the
complexity of the synopsis.
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[1]A
ww
ww GG
GG
[2]B [4]B [5]B
[3]C
(a) Example tree, with pre-
order nodeID’s
(0) /A 1 1 1
(1) /A/B 3 2 5
(2) /A/B/C 1 3 3
(3) 1 1 2 2 1
(b) The synopsis of tree 6.2(a) with
the pre-order ranges
Figure 6.2: Example tree and the synopsis with ranges
Algorithm
To use the ranges for cardinality estimation, each axis step has to estimate the ranges of its result.
Therefore, this section will give algorithm to estimate the range of the result of all axes steps.
Finally, the following and the preceding steps can use the ranges to improve the result of the
estimations. The algorithm to use the ranges will also be given.
Child and descendant steps The child and descendant steps can now be estimated using the
following formula:
Child-Desc(Mctx, query, paths) = {(P,C, S,E)|
(P ′, C ′, S′, E′) ∈ Mctx
∧P ∈ match(P ′/query, paths)
∧C = C
′
card(P ′)
card(P )
∧C > 0
∧S = maximum(S′ + generations(P ′, P ), S)
∧((E′ = getEndID(P ′)
∧E = getEndID(P ))
∨(E′! = getEndID(P ′)
∧E = E′ + generations(P ′, P )))}
The pre-order ID of a child is always at least 1 point higher than the ID of the parent and at
least as high as the startID of the result nodes (which can be read from the synopsis). Therefore,
the startID of the range of a child is the maximum of the startID of the context nodes plus 1, and
the startID of the result nodes (read from the synopsis). For descendant steps, the range can be
calculated in a similar way, however a descendant ID is not at least 1 point higher than the parent,
but the ID is at least the number of generations, between the ancestor and the descendant, higher
than the ancestor.
The endID can be calculated by comparing the range of the context nodes, with the range of
the context nodes in the synopsis. When these endID’s match, the endID of the result nodes is
equal to the endID of the result nodes in the synopsis, because the last child (the child with the
highest ID) is the child of the last parent. So when the last ancestor is a context node, the last
descendant must be part of the result. Otherwise, it is impossible to estimate the range accurate, so
the estimated maximal range of the result nodes is estimated to be the range of the context nodes
plus the number of generations. Because, when those endID’s do not match, there is probably at
least one node with the same path as the context nodes, which is not a context node. The ID of
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this node must be higher as the endID of the context nodes, and the descendants of this node are
not part of the result of this step, therefore the children of this node may not fall within the range
of the result.
Parent The parent step is opposite to the child step. Therefore, the resulting range of the parent
can be calculated as follows:
Parent(Mctx, Relations, name) = {(P,C, S,E)|
(P ′, C ′, S′, E′) ∈ Mctx
∧P = getParent(P ′,nametest)
∧C = C ′ − pRec(P ′, C ′,Mctx,Paths,Relations)
∧((S′ = getStartID(P ′)
∧S = getStartID(P ))
∨(S′! = getStartID(P ′)
∧S = S′ + generations(P ′, P )))
∧E = minimum(E’− 1, getEndId(P))}
Ancestor The ancestor algorithm is by executing the algorithm of the parent step several times
after each other. Therefore, the range of the ancestor step is automatically estimated by the
parent algorithm. However, the merge function which is used by the ancestor algorithm has to be
redefined, because not only the paths and their cardinalities have to be merged, but the ranges
have to be merged to. The merging method is now defined as follows:
mergeRanges(Mres1,Mres2) = {(P,C, S,E)|
∧P ∈ domain(Mres1) ∪ domain(Mres2)
∧(P,C1, S1, E1) ∈ Mres1 ∨ (P,C2, S2, E2) ∈ Mres2
∧C = C1 + C2
∧S = minimum(S1, S2)
∧E = maximum(E1, E2)
Following sibling and preceding sibling The following sibling and preceding sibling steps
are the opposites of each other. Therefore, only the following-sibling step is explained here.
The following-sibling step can be estimated as follows:
fol-Sib(Mctx, name, Relations) = {(P,C, S,E)|
(P ′, C ′, S′, E′) ∈ Mctx
∧(P ′, P, , C2, ) ∈ Relations
∧nameCheck(P, name)
∧C ′′ = fol-Sib-Rec(P ′, C ′,Mctx,Relations)
∧C = C
′′
card(P ′)
∗ C2
∧S = maximum(S′ + 1, getStartID(P))
∧E = getEndID(P )}
The new startID must be higher than the startID of the context node + 1, and also higher then
the startID of the result node in the synopsis. And about the endID we know nothing more than
that it is maximum the endID as it is stored in the synopsis.
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Following and preceding The following and preceding steps are the opposites of each other,
therefore in this Section only the following step is explained. The following step can be calculated
as follows:
following(Mctx, paths) = {(P,C, S,E)|
(Stotal, Etotal) = combineRanges(Mctx) (26)
∧(P,C ′, S′, E) ∈ paths
∧Stotal < E
∧S = maximum(getStartID(P), Stotal) (27)
∧C = card(P)getEndID(P)+1−getStartID(P ) ∗ (E + 1− S)}(28)
combineRanges(Mctx) = {(S,E)|
(P,C, S,E) ∈ Mctx
∧!∃(( , , S2, ) ∈ Mctx ∧ S2 < S)
∧!∃( , , , E2) ∈ Mctx ∧ E2 > S)}
The following step uses the ranges of the context nodes, to prevent the problem explained in
Section 6.2.1. Therefore, instead of using the sibling relations to estimate the cardinality, the
ranges are used to estimate the cardinality. This is done by calculating the combined range of all
context nodes first (see line 26)
Second, all paths of the synopsis are checked whether its range falls completely or partially
within the result range. When it does, the new range, and cardinality can be calculated. This is
done in line 27 and 28. The spreading of the nodes over the range can be calculated by dividing
the number of nodes by the size of the range. By multiplying this number by the new range, the
cardinality can be estimated.
For example, the query //C/following::B on example tree 1, in Figure 6.1(a). In Figure 6.3,
the same tree is shown again, however now all nodes are ordered by there nodeID. (So for every
node X, all nodes with a lower ID than X are placed on the left, and all nodes with a higher ID
than X are placed on the right.) The main idea of this approach is that with a following step, all
nodes at the right are the result of the step. Therefore, to find all following B nodes of the C node,
we are looking for B nodes with a ID higher then 3 (we know from the synopsis that the C node
has a nodeID of 3). Therefore all paths in the synopsis are scanned, whether they contain nodes
with an ID higher or equal to 3. From the synopsis we know that there are 3 nodes, with path
/A/B with a range between 2 and 5. This range falls for (5-3) / (5-2) = 0.66 within the resulting
range, therefore 0.66 of the nodes with this path will fall within the resulting range, which means
that the result contains 3*0.66=2 nodes with the path: /A/B. Which is the correct answer to the
query.
There is one problem with this approach. Because, the descendants of the context nodes are not
part of the result, however they do have a higher ID than the context node. For the preceding step,
the same problem is found for the ancestors, because they are not part of the result, however they
have a lower ID. Therefore, we have to calculate the ancestors or descendants of the context node,
and remove these from the result. This is done, with the same algorithms which are explained in
Chapter 4.
Complexity
Calculating the range of the result can be done in constant time. Therefore this approach does not
influence the complexity of the algorithms. However, the following and preceding step are changed
completely, and therefore their complexity needs to be calculated again.
To calculate the combined range, all context nodes are checked for their range. (the maximum
number of context nodes is equal to the number of paths) Therefore, all context nodes have to be
checked once, so the complexity is linear to the number of entries in Mctx.
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Figure 6.3: Example tree, with pre-order nodeID’s
Second, all paths in the synopsis have to be read, to check whether or not the nodes fall within
the result range. Therefore, the complexity is linear to the number of paths. For the following step,
all descendants have to be deleted from the result. Therefore all paths need to be checked again, to
calculate the average descendants of the context node. For the preceding step, all ancestors needs
to be found, this can be done linear to the depth of the context node. Therefore the complexity is:
complexityF = 3 ∗ |paths|
complexityP = 2 ∗ |paths|+maxDepth
where:
complexityF = Complexity of following step
complexityP = Complexity of preceding step
maxDepth = The maximum dept of a context node
Therefore, the following and preceding steps belong to the following complexity class:
O(|paths|)
And the complexity of the preceding step also belongs to the following complexity class:
O(maxDepth)
6.2.3 Validation
The system is validated by estimating the cardinalities of the expressions which are used in the
previous chapters. 2000 randomly generated queries containing predicates for the 1MB XMark
document, and 2000 randomly generated queries containing predicates for the word document.
The relative errors are then compared with the relative errors of the system without ranges. In
this way, it is possible to conclude whether the usage of the ranges improves the system or not.
size (KB) synopsis size (KB) size of synopsissize
Word doc without ranges 2,682 56.5 0.021066
Word doc with ranges 2,682 62.7 0.023378
XMark 1MB without ranges 995 34.0 0.034171
XMark 1MB with ranges 995 37.8 0.037990
(a) Statistics of XML-documents
maximum maximum of 90% error < 10%
XMark 1MB without ranges 3.6686 0.36925 86.4%
XMark 1MB with ranges 3.6686 0.35164 86.9%
Word doc without ranges 2726.4 0.41571 76.4%
Word doc with ranges 2779.1 0.29570 83.8%
(b) Results summary
Figure 6.4: Validation results
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In Table 6.4, the results of the validation are shown. In Table 6.4(a), it is shown that the size
of the synopsis increased from 56.5KB to 63.7KB and from 34.0KB to 37.8KB, which is a increase
of about 11%, due to the addition of the ranges. However the results are also improved. 83.8%
of the queries of the word document, now have a relative error lower than 10%, and 86.9% of the
queries on the XMark document have a relative error lower than 10%.
It is interesting that the results of the document centric word document improved more than
the results of the data centric XMark document. We suspect that the results of the word document
are improved more because the basic idea of the improvement is to add more information on the
variation in the document. The XMark document was already more structured, so it benefits less
from it. The word document however does not have that much structure, so it benefits more from
the addition of the ranges.
(a) Relative errors of test queries
(b) Results without following & preceding (c) Results of following & preceding
Figure 6.5: Validation results
In Figure 6.5, the results of the validation are shown in a similar graph as in the previous
chapters. In graph 6.5(a), the improvement to both documents is visualized. There are a few
less errors with the XMark document, and a lot less errors with the word document. In the
graphs 6.5(b) and 6.5(c), the queries are split in queries with and queries without the following or
preceding step.
Because, only the algorithm of the following and preceding steps are changed, we expect only
the graph with the following or preceding steps to be changed. In graph 6.5(b) all queries without
following or preceding steps are shown. As can be seen, the graphs overlap each other completely,
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so there is no difference between the tests with or without the usage of the ranges. In graph 6.5(c)
instead, we see a big difference between the tests with and without the usage of ranges. Especially
the word document benefits a lot of the usage of ranges.
6.2.4 Conclusions
In this section, research is done whether the usage of ranges could improve the performance of the
algorithms. It is shown that the usage of ranges has only influence on the following and preceding
steps. The usage of ranges make these steps a lot easier to estimate, and as shown in Section 6.2.3
there are less errors when ranges are used to estimate the following and preceding step.
Another advantage of the usage of ranges is that the algorithm is a lot less complex, and the
complexity is not quadratic to the number of context nodes anymore. Therefore with the usage of
the ranges, the whole system is more scalable than without the usage of ranges. However, there is
a price to pay for the increased accuracy. all ranges have to be added to the synopsis, and therefore
the synopsis grows about 11% in our experiments.
6.3 Lineage
The other source of errors we discovered in Section 4.7.3, was the fact that not all child nodes are
equally distributed among their parents. For example in the query //C/parent::B/C, if not all B
nodes have a child C, the algorithm will assume that not all results of the sub query //C/parent::B
have a child C, while we know from the query that each node in this result has by definition a
child C. Therefore, we would like to change the algorithm, in such a way that it ’remembers’ that
each node B has at least one child C.
In uncertain relational databases, research about lineage is done. Lineage is a technique used
to ’remember’ the origin of the data. An example of this usage of lineage is the Trio project [22],
it is an uncertain relational database management system, which uses lineage to ’remember’ where
the data came from. This knowledge can be used for following calculations.
6.3.1 Problem description
The first problem described in Section 4.7.3, that the context nodes are not always equally dis-
tributed among all nodes, can be compared with the problem the Trio project faced. In both cases
a piece of information needs to be stored, and used later during evaluation. We need to store some
information about the intermediate results for later use.
For example the query //C/parent::B/C, on Figure 6.6(a). As can be seen: not each B node
has a child C. After evaluation of the first two steps //C/parent::B, however only a part of all B
nodes are context nodes, all B nodes which contain a child C are part of the context and therefore,
all C nodes are in the result of the query. When the information is not stored, the system would
assume that the context nodes are equally distributed among all B nodes, and not all context
nodes have a child C, so the cardinality would be underestimated.
In this section, a solution is found to store this information about the intermediate results, and
how this information can be used later during the estimation.
6.3.2 Language
Adding lineage to the system is a complicated task, and because implementing lineage is not the
main objective in this project, lineage is only implemented to support queries of the language
defined in Table 6.1. We think this subset of the XPath language is the smallest subset to show
whether lineage is a valuable tool to improve the current system.
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[1] PathExpr := ”//” NameTest Parentstep ”/” NameTest
[2] Parentstep := ”/parent::” NameTest
[3] NameTest := String
| Wildcard
[4] Wildcard := ”*”
[5] String := Char+
[6] Char := A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L
| M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W
| X | Y | X | a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h
| i | j | k | l | m | n | p | q | r | s | t
| u | v | w | x | y | z
Table 6.1: The supported XPath language
A
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AA
B B B
C C
(a) Example tree
C(2)
(b) Lineage infor-
mation after de-
scendant step
B(2)
C(2)
(c) Lineage infor-
mation after par-
ent step
Figure 6.6: Examply tree, and the Lineage tree which is build during the estimation of the query:
//C/parent::B/C
6.3.3 Solution
Main idea
Storing information about the context nodes can best be done best by constructing a new tree,
which describes characteristics of specific groups of context nodes. So, next to Mctx, we also main-
tain a Lineage tree. A Lineage tree contains nodes (grouped by their path) and their cardinalities.
In Figure 6.6(c), an example is showed, of 2 B nodes, which have 2 C nodes as children.
Consider, the query //C/parent::B/C on the tree 6.6(a). The first step is the descendant step
to the C node, there are two C nodes, and there is nothing special known about them. Therefore
the only information which can be stored is the fact that there are two C nodes. In Figure 6.6(b),
the information is shown.
After the parent step, it is known that those two C nodes have two B parents. This information
is stored too. In Figure 6.6(c) the new information is shown. As can be seen, there are two B
nodes, and two C nodes. From the Mctx we know that B is a context node and from the lineage
tree we know that they have two child C nodes.
After the parent step, a new child step is made to the C nodes. The context nodes are two (out
of three) B nodes, and normally the system would assume that the C nodes are equally distributed
among all B nodes. However from the lineage information it is known that those two B nodes have
two C nodes as child, and therefore the system will estimate a cardinality of two.
Algorithm
The language only supports queries containing a descendant step, followed by a parent step,
followed by a child step. Therefore, in this section only these algorithms are explained.
Descendant step The first step of each supported query is the descendant step. However,
because it is the first step no information, which can not already be found in the synopsis, is
known. Therefore the only things which are added to the Lineage tree during this step are the
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resulting paths and their cardinality. (see Figure 6.6(b)) As can be seen, the lineage tree now
contains just one node, named C, and a cardinality of two.
Parent step The second step of the supported queries is the parent step. The parent will be
added to the tree, together with its cardinality. Because the parent step is always the second step,
after a descendant step, the parent is not known yet, so there can not be a conflict between the
lineage information and the estimations. The new information as how it is stored is shown in
Figure 6.6(c). As can be seen, the tree contains now two nodes, the C node with a cardinality of
two, and its parent, named B, with a cardinality of two.
Child step The child step is the most difficult step, because now there could be conflicts between
the estimated cardinality and the information stored in the lineage tree. The child step is evaluated
as follows:
First it is checked whether the child is already stored in the lineage tree. If the child is stored,
the cardinality which is found in the lineage tree is the correct cardinality.
If the child is not yet stored in the lineage tree, the child is added to the lineage tree, and it
is checked whether there are any siblings of the child stored in the lineage tree. If there are any
siblings in the lineage tree, it is checked whether there is a sibling relation between these nodes
in the synopsis. If this sibling relation does not exist, the correct cardinality is 0. If this sibling
relation exists, it is calculated how many new child nodes are probably siblings of the child which
is already stored in the synopsis (in a similar way as in Section 4.5.5). The estimated cardinality
is adapted to this number of sibling relations.
As explained in the previous chapters, these steps have to be repeated for each context node.
Difficulties The algorithm as it is implemented now is not so complex. However, when more
complicated steps are added, complex problems appear:
• When the descendant step is added, multiple generations need to be added to the tree. This
can be done by adding the result node first, and then make parent step until a node in the
lineage tree is reached. However, the lineage tree will then grow hard, and when a conflict
about the cardinality is found, it is unknown which nodes have to be changed.
• When the following sibling and preceding sibling steps are added, sometimes it is known that
siblings are following or preceding siblings. However, sometimes it is only known that two
nodes are siblings.
• How long is the information in the lineage tree useful? When a following-sibling step is made,
all information about the children is not valid anymore
All these problems are solvable, however they make the algorithm more complex, and also cause a
lot of overhead to the system.
Complexity
In this chapter, lineage is only implemented for simple queries, a descendant step, followed by a
parent step, and a child step. As shown, building the lineage information during the first two steps
can be done in constant time, because while building the tree for the first two steps, there can not
be conflicts. However the child step is more complicated, because now it has to be checked whether
there is a collision, and if there is, it has to be corrected. Therefore, in this section the complexity
of the child step is presented. After that, some attention is given to the problems which occur
when more complex queries are added to the language.
If the new node already exists, the cardinality is checked, which can be done in constant time.
However, when the new node does not exist, the correct cardinality must be estimated by looking
at the sibling relations. Therefore, sibling relations with all siblings known in the Lineage tree
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must be checked. The maximum number of siblings in the Lineage tree is equal to the number of
relations in the synopsis. Therefore the complexity of the child step can be calculated as follows:
complexity = complexityChildStep + |Paths| ∗ |Relations|
Which can be written as:
complexity = |Paths| ∗ (|Paths|+ |Relations|)
where:
complexityChildStep = The complexity of the step without the usage
of lineage
siblings = The set of siblings of the new node in the
lineage tree
Therefore, the first descendant step, and the parent step are in the same complexity classes as they
are without the usage of lineage. However the child step now belongs to the following complexity
classes:
O(|Paths|2)
O(|Relations|)
Note that, the child step is still quadratic to the number of paths, however the complexity of the
child step also depends on the number of relations now. And in this complexity analysis, only the
number of times something is read from the synopsis is counted. All readings of the Lineage tree
are not taken into account.
6.3.4 Validation
As explained in the previous chapters, the system is validated with a data centric 1MB XMark
document, and a document centric 2 MB Word document. The cardinality of 2000 randomly
generated queries is estimated, and compared with their real cardinality. Because lineage is only
implemented for queries of the language defined in Table 6.1, the system is only validated with
queries of this language.
In Table 6.7(a), the results of the validation are shown. It can be seen that the usage of lineage
improves the performance of the system a lot. With the word document, without lineage only
82.1% of all queries have an error lower then 10%, however with lineage 90% of all queries have
an error lower then 10%. The performance of the XMark document improves too, however a little
less.
Figure 6.7(b) shows the graphs of the validations. The graph shows clearly that the usage of
lineage almost halves the number of queries with errors, for both documents.
6.3.5 Conclusions
Lineage is a possible way to improve the cardinality estimation in some queries. In this section
algorithms are given to implement lineage for queries of the language described in Table 6.1. It
is proven that for this language the estimations improve with the usage of lineage, however it is
also shown that lineage is a complicated technique, which makes cardinality estimation also more
complex. In this section only the simplest steps are implemented and in Section 6.3.3, it is shown
which problems emerge when lineage is implemented for all axes steps.
The improvement comes with a price. Because lineage is now only implemented for simple
expressions, the price is not so high, however when more complicated axes are implemented, the
price will be higher.
Worded differently, lineage is a powerful technique to improve the estimation results, however
it is also a complex technique and more research is needed to discover how it can be used best.
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maximum maximum of 90% error < 10%
Word doc without lineage 10.105 0.29402 82.1%
XMark 1MB without lineage 7.7152 0.11772 88.2%
Word doc with lineage 3.6667 0.09706 90.0%
XMark 1MB with lineage 0.3641 0 92.6%
(a) Validation results
(b) Graphs of the results
Figure 6.7: Validation results
6.4 Distinguishing between nodes
6.4.1 Problem description
In Section 4.7.3, two possible causes of errors in the results are given. The first error is that not
all nodes in the tree are distributed equally. For example, if there is a tree with 5 /A/B nodes,
and 5 /A/B/C nodes, it is assumed that all B nodes have one child C. However it is also possible
that one B node has five children C, and the other B nodes have no children.
Our observation is that when there is one B node with five C children, this B node is different
from the other four B nodes. In the current synopsis, this difference is not stored, and it causes a
lot of errors.
6.4.2 Solution
The problem is that there is no difference in the synopsis between nodes with the same path having
different children. Our solution to this problem is to make this distinction. In this section, the
new synopsis is explained, together with the changes in the algorithms.
Definitions
In the previous algorithms, all nodes in the tree are combined according to their paths. In this
section, the nodes will be combined according to their paths, and their children. Therefore, working
with paths, we will be working with groups of nodes. Each group can be identified with its path
and its set of children. However, each group will also receive a unique ID, which is called its
groupID.
Synopsis
In Table 6.2 the new synopsis of the tree in Figure 4.1(a) is showed.
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parentID path card. childrenID’s
(0) -1 /A 1 1
(1) 0 /A/B 2 2,3,4
(2) 1 /A/B/D 3
(3) 1 /A/B/C 4
(4) 1 /A/B/C 1 5
(5) 4 /A/B/C/E 1
(6) 3 4 1 1 1
(7) 3 3 2 2 1
(8) 3 2 2 4 2
(9) 2 3 3 1 1
(10) 2 2 1 1 1
(11) 4 2 1 1 1
(12) 1 1 1 1 1
Table 6.2: The new synopsis for tree 4.1(a)
As can be seen, the size of the synopsis has increased. Each group of nodes is now uniquely
identified by its path, and its types of children. Therefore, path /A/B/C is stored double, because
there is one node which has a child E, and therefore this node is stored separately from the other
/A/B/C nodes. To make cardinality estimation of the parent axis possible, it is needed to know
the parent of each node. Therefore the parent of each node is stored in the synopsis too.
Note that, the there are two /A/B nodes, and only one of them has a descendant /A/B/C/E,
however in the synopsis there is no distinction between these two /A/B nodes. Distinction is only
made based on the children, not based on the descendants. (If distinction was also based on the
descendants, it would lead to a much bigger explosion of the synopsis)
The space-complexity of the synopsis is exploded by the improvement. Because not each path
is stored in the synopsis, but each group of nodes stored in the synopsis. In the worst case each
group just contains one node, which results in a separate storage of each node in the synopsis.
Which makes the costs of the storage of paths linear to the number of nodes in the tree. Storing
the sibling relations will also become more complex, because the complexity of the sibling relations
is quadratic to the number of groups. Therefore, the space complexity of the synopsis is:
Complexity = |nodes|+ |nodes|2
Therefore, the space complexity belongs to the following complexity class:
O(|nodes|2)
Algorithms
The change in the synopsis resulted in a change in the child and descendant algorithm, and the
parent algorithm. Because both algorithms detect their result nodes based on the path which is
stored in the synopsis. However, because the same path can now be stored multiple times, this way
of detecting result nodes does not work anymore. Therefore, both new algorithms are explained.
Child and Descendant axes
In the original algorithm, multiple child and descendant steps could be estimated together, because
the query could be transformed to a regular expression, and then compared with all paths in
the synopsis. However because the path is not anymore unique for each entry in the synopsis,
this method can not be used anymore, and all child and descendant steps have to be estimated
separately, and both have their separate algorithm.
Child axis A child step can be estimated using the following algorithm:
child(Mctx, name) = {(P,C)|
(P ′, C ′) ∈ Mctx(28)
∧P ∈ Children(P ′) (29)
∧nameCheck(P, name)
∧C = C′card(P ′)card(P )
∧C > 0}
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In this algorithm, P and P’ are variables, which contain the ID to a group of nodes in the synopsis.
(which all are uniquely identified by their path and set of children)
The algorithm is similar to the algorithm in Section 4.5.2, however in line 29 the children(P)
method is used. This method returns a set with all ID’s of the children of P, so all these ID’s are
potential results of the child step.
In this algorithm, not all paths have to be read from the synopsis to be compared with all
paths in Mctx. therefore the algorithm is linear to the number of paths, instead of quadratic. The
new algorithm uses a larger synopsis, however the calculation complexity is lower.
The complexity of the new algorithm is in the following class:
O(|paths|)
Descendant axis The descendant step can be calculated using the following algorithm:
descendant(Mctx,name)
if(Mctx = ∅)
return ∅
else
Mnewctx = child(Mctx, *)
Mres = nameCheck(Mnewctx, name)
Mrecres = descendant(Mnewctx,name)
return merge(Mrecres,Mres)
As can be seen, the descendant algorithm recursively executes the child algorithm, until the deepest
node in the tree is reached. Each recursion, the child step is executed, and the result of the child
step is used to execute a nameCheck. The results of this nameCheck are then merged with the
result of the recursive call, and this result is returned.
The complexity of the descendant algorithm is linear to the number of entries in Mctx (which
is maximal the total number of different paths in the tree) And because the algorithm is recursive
until the deepest node is reached, the algorithm is also linear to the deepest node in the tree.
Therefore, the algorithm is in the following complexity classes.
O(|paths|)
O(|maxDepth|)
Parent axis
The algorithm to estimate a parent step has changed too. However, the only thing that had to be
changed is the method getParent(ID) which is called in line 3. This method found the parent by
comparing the path of the context node with all paths in the synopsis, however because the path
is not unique anymore, of each path, the parentID is stored too. Therefore, in the new algorithm,
the method getParent(ID) returns the parentID as how it is stored in the synopsis. This can be
read in constant time, instead of the linear time it costed in the old algorithm.
So the complexity of the algorithm decreased, however the total algorithm of the parent step
is quadratic, so the improvement of the getParent(ID) method has no influence on the complexity
classes.
6.4.3 Complexity
In the previous section, the changed algorithms are explained, together with their complexities. It
can be concluded that the complexity has improved for the child and descendant steps, and stayed
equal for the parent step.
However, the complexity is measured according to the number of paths, and the number of
relations which are stored in the synopsis. And in section 6.4.2, it is showed that the size of the new
synopsis is in another complexity class. In the worst case, the number of groups in the synopsis
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is equal to the number of nodes in the tree. This explosion in the size of the synopsis, also causes
an explosion in calculation time of all algorithms for which the complexity depends on the size of
the synopsis.
In Table 6.4.3, the complexity classes of each algorithm are shown. (assuming a worst case
document is used, where each node is a separate group in the synopsis)
axis step O(D) O(|N|) O(|N|2) O(|N|4)
child X
descendant X X
parent X
ancestor X X
f-sibling X
p-sibling X
following X X
preceding X X
where:
D = MaxDepth
N = The set of all nodes in the tree
Table 6.3: Complexity of each axis step in a worst case document
6.4.4 Validation
The new improvement will be validated using the 1 MB XMark document and the 2 MB word
document. And those documents will be queried with the same queries which are used to validate
the system without predicates. The system will estimate the cardinalities of the queries, and the
relative errors of these estimations will be compared with the relative errors of the system without
the improvement.
size (KB) synopsis size (KB) size of synopsissize
XMark 1MB without splitting 995 34.0 0.034171
XMark 1MB with splitting 995 739.0 0.742714
Word doc without splitting 2,682 56.5 0.021066
Word doc with splitting 2,682 2,030.0 0.756898
(a) Statistics of XML-documents
maximum maximum of 90% error < 10%
XMark 1MB without splitting 0.9322 0.00257 97.8%
XMark 1MB with splitting 0.8491 0.00508 92.7%
Word doc without splitting 81.914 0.12727 88.7%
Word doc with splitting 120,62 0.02083 92.8%
(b) Results summary
Figure 6.8: Validation results
Results
In Table 6.8 the results of the validation are shown. As can be seen, the synopsis has grown a lot.
For the XMark document the synopsis was 34 KB, and with the splitting of nodes, the synopsis
is 739 KB. For the Word document the synopsis grows from 56.5 KB to 2,030.0 KB. It can be
concluded that the splitting of nodes causes an explosion in the synopsis.
When we take a look at the validation accuracy in Table 6.8(b), it is clear that the accuracy
improved a lot with the Word document. The Word document was not well structured, and
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splitting the nodes, based on their children, made the document more structured, and increased
the accuracy of the system.
However the accuracy of the XMark document decreased a little. We suspect that the cause
of the decrease is the fact that the document was structured, and due to the splitting of nodes,
the number of groups in the document increased a lot. The increased number of groups made
cardinality estimation more difficult, because when there are more groups of nodes which have
to be taken into account, calculating the siblings relations between context nodes becomes more
complex. And more errors could be expected in these situations. However, to give a certain answer
about the decrease in accuracy, more research is needed.
(a) Relative errors of test queries
(b) Results without following & preceding (c) Results of following & preceding
Figure 6.9: Validation results
Statistics
In Figure 6.7(a) the graphs of the validation are shown. The conclusions of the previous section
are also visable in the graphs. The accuracy of the document centric document improved a lot,
and the accuracy of the data centric document decreased a little.
The graphs in Figures 6.9(b) and 6.9(c) show that the increase of accuracy of the document
centric document consists of an increase of accuracy of the queries with following or preceding
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steps, but also of an increase of the accuracy of the queries without a following or preceding step.
The queries of the data centric document however, have a slight improvement on their accuracy
for the queries without following or preceding steps, and a decrease of accuracy for the queries
with following or preceding steps. Mention that, the following and preceding steps need to check
for sibling relations in their context. The following and preceding steps also use the algorithm for
the parent step, which also need a check for sibling relations in the context. Therefore, when it is
true that detecting sibling relations within the context nodes produces bigger errors when there
are more groups, it can be concluded that the following and preceding steps suffer the most from
the splitting of the nodes.
6.4.5 Conclusions
When the assumptions about the XML tree are violated, the errors of the estimations grow. In
this section, a solution is proposed, to prevent these big errors. When child nodes are not equally
distributed among their parents, it is possible to distinguish between the parents which have these
child nodes, and parents which do not have these child nodes. This new distinction between nodes
will take care that the assumption is less violated.
The improvement is implemented and in Section 6.4.4, it is shown that distinguishing between
nodes with the same path, improves the performance for document centric documents. However,
in our experiment, a data centric document suffers from the increased number of groups in the
synopsis.
In Section 6.4.3, we have also seen that a big price has to be paid for this improvement. The
synopsis is exploded, and however the algorithms have the same complexity class, the complexity
of the algorithms is measured in the number of paths and relations they read from the synopsis.
So, if the synopsis explodes, the estimation time explodes to.
Therefore, it can be concluded that distinguishing between nodes is a effective tool to improve
the performance, however it has to be used with care. Therefore, it is recommended to construct
heuristics for a DBMS, to decide when it is useful to distinguish between two nodes.
6.5 Combining improvements
As mentioned, each improvement has its own advantages, and its own price. However, we think
that these improvements can be combined in a database management system (DBMS), which can
choose for each document in the database, which improvement to use. Because each improvement
has its own subset of queries which are improved by it.
• The usage of ranges improves the accuracy of queries containing following or preceding steps.
• The usage of Lineage improves the accuracy, in our implementation, of queries containing a
parent step following by a child step. However, it is expected that Lineage can improve the
accuracy of a larger subset of queries, however this has to be researched yet.
• Splitting nodes, improves the accuracy when nodes with the same path do not share the
same types of children.
When a DBMS combines these three improvements in a flexible way, it is expected that a good
trade off is found between the size of the synopsis, accuracy of the estimations and the calculation
time of the estimation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future work
To estimate the cardinality of an expression in an XML database, information is needed about the
structure of the XML document. Cardinality estimation techniques from relational databases can
not be used as they do not support XML like (tree) structures. Recently developed cardinality
estimation techniques for XPath are limited to a small subset of XPath. In this thesis we propose
new techniques that support all axes and predicates that test for existence of paths.
7.1 Synopsis
In this project we developed a compact storage structure for an XML document in a synopsis.
The synopsis contains two parts:
• The first part stores all paths which occur in the XML document, together with their cardi-
nalities.
• The first part can only be used to obtain information about the parent and child relations.
For preceding and following based axes, all sibling relations are stored in the second part of
the synopsis. For each pair of paths, we store the relation using five numbers.
With this information, it is possible to estimate the cardinality of all XPath axes, including pred-
icates.
7.2 Standard estimation algorithms
For eight axes and the existence predicates, algorithms are developed to estimate the cardinality of
those axes, using the synopsis. Experiments show that for document centric documents, 88.7% of
all queries without predicates have a relative error lower then 10%, and for data centric documents,
97.5% of the queries without predicate have an error lower than 10%. The fact that the data
centric documents perform better supports our assumption that data centric documents are more
structured, and therefore easier to estimate.
With predicates the performance drops. For data centric documents 86.4% of the queries have
a relative error lower than 10%, and for document centric documents, only 76.4% of all queries
have an error lower then 10%.
To test the system, queries which were estimated to have a cardinality higher than zero are
used. It has been proven that queries which are estimated to have a cardinality equal to zero
always have a perfect estimation. Therefore, the real performance is a little better than the results
of the validation.
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7.3 Improvements
Three improvements are proposed to increase the accuracy of the system. They all improve the
system. However, for all of them a price has to be paid: either the synopsis or the calculation time
grows.
• Ranges With the first implementation, the following and preceding algorithms do not know
whether a context node is at the beginning or at the end of the document. This could cause
errors when the context node and the result node have a common parent. A possible way to
solve this problem is to add the pre-order range of all nodes in the synopsis. Then, the result
range of each step can be calculated, so the range of the context nodes is always known.
The range of the context nodes can then be used by the following and the preceding step,
to calculate their result. This method improves the performance of all queries containing a
following or preceding step, and it makes calculating the following and preceding step less
complex. However, all ranges have to be added in the synopsis. The synopsis grows about
11% in our experiments.
• Lineage Another problem is that all algorithms assume that all context nodes are equally
distributed among all nodes, however this is not always the case. Sometimes only the nodes
with a specific characteristic are context nodes. (for example all nodes which have a specific
child) To solve this problem, during estimation, context information of the result nodes is
stored. The usage of lineage improves the result of the estimations, however the price is high
too. Because, each step has to update the information about the context nodes, each step
becomes a lot more complex.
• Splitting nodes Another option to improve the system is: splitting nodes, which have
different children, in the synopsis. When this is done, the assumption that all child nodes
are equally distributed among their parents, is violated less. This improvement comes with
a big price, the synopsis explodes, and therefore the estimation time explodes too. However,
when this improvement is used with care, the performance of the system can be improved.
These three improvements all have their advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, a trade off has
to be found in using the improvements. For example, ranges should only be used when the database
is often queried with queries containing following or preceding steps. Also the improvement to split
nodes with different children has to be used with care. When it is used with care, the accuracy
improves, otherwise the synopsis could explode.
7.4 Future work
In this project, work is done to make cardinality estimation for navigational XPath expressions
possible. However, this project does not answer all important questions. Therefore, a lot of
questions remain:
• Lineage, has proven to be a tool to improve the accuracy of the estimations. However, it is
also shown that it is an expensive tool. Therefore, new research is needed to look whether
it is possible to make Lineage cheaper. I think it is useful to research the following ideas to
make Lineage cheaper:
Only store the information which is expected to be needed in the remainder of the
query. It must be possible to analyze the remainder of the query, and decide whether some
information is useful or not. For example, it is useless to store the children of the context
nodes, if it is known that the remainder of the query only contains a parent step.
Analyze a query before estimating it. It is possible to analyze the query, and conclude
whether or not Lineage is a useful tool for this query, and only use Lineage when it is useful
Find a better way to store the lineage information. In this project the information is
stored in a tree, which causes the need to query two trees instead of one.
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• Distinguishing between nodes, is an effective tool to correct the synopsis when the
assumption that child nodes are equally distributed among their parent has proven to be
false. However, this tool causes an explosion in the synopsis. Therefore, research is needed
to develop guidelines to detect violations of the assumptions which cause a lot of errors in
the estimation, and distinguish only between those nodes. In this way, a trade off has to be
found, between the size of the synopsis, and the accuracy of the estimations.
• Distinguishing between nodes decreases the accuracy of data centric documents.
In our experiments, we have seen that splitting all groups of nodes, when they do not have
the same children, causes a decreased accuracy of the estimations of data centric documents.
It is supposed that this is caused by the fact that it is more difficult to estimate the number
of sibling relations between context nodes when there are more different groups of nodes.
However, it is not certain whether this is the cause of the bigger errors.
• Combining improvements It has not yet been researched how the three improvements
can be combined. Ideally, a DBMS would be able to detect which improvement is valuable
for which documents and queries.
• Value predicates, are already researched in relational databases. However, the results of
these project have to be combined with the result of this project, to develop a system which
is able to estimate navigational and value predicates.
• XQuery, is the most used query language for XML Databases. Therefore, it is needed to
develop algorithms to make cardinality estimation for all XQuery expression possible.
• Optimization This project is part of a bigger project to optimize a XML database. To
achieve this goal, further research is needed to use the estimated cardinalities in a cost
model.
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Chapter 8
Erratum
After the validation phase of the project, an error is found in the algorithm of the following axis.
This algorithm is used in many tests and therefore, the error could not be corrected during the
project. In this chapter, the error will be discussed.
The definition of the algorithm to estimate the cardinality of the following step, contains a
mergeDistinct function. In Line 25, this function should not have been used. Because, in Line 25,
the result of the recursive step, and the following-sibling step are merged. These two maps do not
have an overlap, so the mergeDistinct is not needed here. This error could cause an error in the
estimation, because a part of the result is lost by the mergeDistinct function.
Because this error is also used during the validation process, a validation is performed to test
whether this error produces different results. In Figure 8.1 the results of the validation are shown.
A 1MB XMark document and the 2MB Word document are used for this validation. XMark 1 and
Worddoc 1 are the graphs with the mergeDistinct function, and XMark 2 and Worddoc 2 are the
graphs without the mergeDistinct funtion. As can be seen, the accuracy of the XMark document
is not changed, while the Worddoc document has increased in accuracy. However, it can be seen
that only the small errors are removed from the result. The bigger errors, and therefore the more
important errors are still in the result.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the error in the algorithm does not influence the conclusions
of this thesis.
Figure 8.1: Validation
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